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Tht SPS System Definition Study was initiated in June of 1978. Phase I v * f  this effort  was 
completed in December of 1978 and was reported in seven volumes (Boeing document nun  ber 
0180-25037-1 through -7). Phase U of this study was completed in  Wcember of 1979 and was 
completed in five volumes (Boeing document nunber D 180-ZS'r61-1 through -5). l h e  PI-= 111 
of this study was initiated in January of 1980 and is concluded wit" this set of srudy rer its 
pubiished in five volumes (Boeing document a m b e r  DlSO-25969-1 through -5): 
Volume 1 - Executive Summary 
Volurne 2 - Final Briefing 
Volume 3 - Laser SPS Analysis 
Volume 4 - Solid State SPS Analysis 
Volume 5 - Space Transportalion Analysis 
These smdies are a part of an overall SPS evaluation effort  sponsored by the U. S. Depart- 
ment of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space Admini,.ration (NASA). 
This series of contractual studies were perf ~ m e d  by the Large Space Systems Group of the 
Boeing Aerospace Company (Cordon Woodcock, StuC.j Mmager). The study was managed by 
the Lynden B. Johnson Space Center. The Contracting Officer is David Bruce. The 
Contracting Oi f i e r ' s  Representative and the study technicai manager is Tmy Redding. 
The subcm tractors on this study were the Grumrnan Aerospace Company (Ron McCaff rey, 
Study Manager) and Math Sciences Northwest (Dr. Robert Taussig, Study Manager). 
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS ANALYSES 
1.0 INTROOU- AND SUMMARY 
This report &scribes an investigation of a1 ternative transportation opt ions for the solar 
power satellite. The options i n d u e  alternative E a r t h - t a r b i t  transportation and further 
examination of e lect r ic  orbit-to-orbit systems. Where the  influences on the  SPS and the 
transportation costs a r e  discussed, t h e  DOE/NASA silicon reference SPS (Reference 7) has 
been assumed. 
1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The earliest studies of large launch vehicles were conducted in the mid-1960's during the  
development of Saturn V. With t h e  initiation of shutt le development, such studies were 
for  a t ime  dropped. As concept development for the  solar power satell i te began, the re  
again developed an interest in large launch vehicles. Boeing developed a concept of a 
500,000 Ib, payload single stage-to-orbit ballistic vehicle in 1974. I t  used dual-fuel 
propulsion with oxygen-hydrocarh and o*gen-hydrogen engines. A la ter  study, funded 
by NASA-JSC and MSFC, examined heavy l i f t  launch vehicles and concluded tha t  staged 
ballistic configurations would have a cost advantage over single staged systems. At tha t  
t ime SPS payloads were thought t o  have very low density, on the  order of 20 kilograms per 
cubic meter. Consequently, the configurations of tha t  t ime period employed very large 
expendable shrouds. 
P 
Development of space fabrication concepts improved the payload density t o  about 75 
kilograms per cubic meter and t h e  launch vehicles were resized in response. JSC, in 1977, 
developed a winged vehicle concept for horizontal land landing. A comparative 
assessment of this versus t h e  sea-landing ballistic system showed that  the  land lander 
would be operationally preferable and ahout equal t o  cost t o  the  ballistic system, but tha t  
t h e  specific configuration had inadequate payload volume. h was subsequently reconf ig- 
ured to increase payload volume and became the reference system. T h e  evolution 
discussed here is shown in Figure 1.1-1. s 
€ 
During ail of this, the question of the "right1' vehicle for SPS, especially the "right.size," 
was never specifically raised# The aims of the  studies were t o  evaluate the performance 
and cost potentials of large s e h i d e s  and t o  compare winged runway landers with ballistic 
sea landers. (Winged vehicles were selected for  their better  operational characteristics, 
i.e., shorter turnaround time.) 
Q 
The reference SPS HLLV has an estimated payload capability of 4Q metric tons and a 
liftoff mass of 11,000 metric tons. It is between 3 and 4 times as massive as the  Saturn V 
moon rocket and nearly six times as massive as  the Space Shuttle. Its large size and 
development cost have become an SPS cost issue. Further, i t  is too large t o  be on a n  
evolutionary path from the Shuttle. ( I t  does use the SSME in the second stage.) 
5z 
+An early parametric study by Dan Gregory of Boeing illustrated that  an economically 
optimal size exists and suggested a range of 200 t o  500 metric tons payload for t h e  
(then) SPS scenarios of 20,000 megawatts per year or more (the present DOE scenario is 
10,000 megawatts per year). 
F & m  1. I- 1 SPS Launch Vehicle Concept Evolution 
0 
The utility of smaller vehicles i s  an  important question fo r  t h e  SPS evaluation studies now 
nearing completion. Accordingly, this study evaluated a 'tsmallw HLLV. Issues examined 
included performance, sizing, influence on SPS hardware packaging and construction 
operations, commonality with Shuttle subsystems and nonrecurring and recurring cost. 
13 SUMMARY OF OPTIONS 
There is, of course, no limit to the number of configurations and size options for launch 
vehicles. Figure 1.2- 1 illustrates some of t h e  winged and ballistic evolutionary paths tha t  
have been conceived. (The winged HLLV at the  lower right is the reference vehicle). A 
range of sizes, payload volume and mass capabilities, and degrees of reusability a r e  
shown. This figure was originally prepared about two years ago t o  illustrate evol?rtion 
potentials. At tha t  t ime l i t t le  work had been done on SPS development approaches and 
none of the  alternatives were investigated in any depth. 
The reference orbit-to-orbit system is an electric orbit transfer vehicle of roughly 30b 
megawatts power, 4000 tons delivery transfer payload, using argon as propellant for i t s  
ion engines. Recently, issues have been raised as t o  (1) thermal effects  on array 
performance in low Earth orbit; (2) sensitivity of the system's cost and l i fe  t o  radiation 
degradation of the  array and degree of annealing possible; (3) possible et~vironmental 
ef fects  arising from injection of argon ions into the Earth's magnetosphere. Accordingly, 
i t  was deemed desirable t o  pelform a sensitivity analysis on the  reference EOTV and t o  
re -op the  question of chemical (LO /LH2) orbit transfer systems, especially options 
tha t  might be derived from Shuttle hard&are. 
Fiwm 1.2- 1. Potential Launch Vehicles 
2 0  SMALL HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLE 
The present day use of the  t e rm "heavy lift" connotes a launch system with a payload 
capability substantially g rea t e r  t han  t h e  30 tonnes of t h e  Space Shuttle. A l'small'l heavy- 
l i f t  system is a large  vehicle; the t e rm "small1' is comparat ive t o  t he  very la rge  SPS 
reference  system. 
2 1  SIZE AND CONFIGURATDN SELECTION 
A preliminary investigation was carr ied o u t  to se lec t  t n e  appropriate  s i ze  range and adopt  
a configuration approach. 
21.1 Payload Volume and Mas Considerations 
Cer t a in  of the hardware i t ems  in  the reference  SPS system were sized t o  t a k e  advantage 
of t h e  la rge  (1 7-m diameter  by 23-m length) payload bay of t h e  re ference  launch vehicle. 
Principal i t ems  are the electr ical  rotary joint (slip ring) and the crew habitats  of t he  
orbi tal  bases. Clearly, a smaller payload bay volume will impose penalties on these  
e lements  of t he  system and require added construction labor in  space. The realizable 
reduction of s ize of t h e  launch behicle without reduction of t h e  large payload bay 
envelope would be ext remely  limited. Accordingly, i t  was necessary to make a reasonable 
judgment as t o  how much envelope reduction could be accommodated by SPS systems 
without excessive penalties. The e lec t r ica l  slip ring cannot  be made appreciably smaller ,  
given t h e  existing requirements fo r  currents ,  number of busses, and voltages. It  is, 
however, a one-per-SPS unit and on-orbit assembly should not be an inordinate penalty 
with proper design. A smaller c rew habitat  will house fewer  c rew per unit, but t h e r e  is 
nothing special about  the 100-man reference capacity. Smaller habitats  will incur 
operational inconveniences but will provide nonrecurring cos t  reductions and may avoid 
the necessity (presently shown in  the  re ference  SPS development scenario) t o  develop an 
intermediate-sized habitat  (larger t han  SOC but smaller than  t h e  u l t imate  a r t ic le )  for  a 
demonstration project. 
Based on these  and similar considerations i t  was concluded that the limiting a r t i c l e  is the  
power t ransmi t te r  subarray. There a r e  more  than 7000 of thse  units for  each  SPS, they  
include most  of t h e  electronic complexity of t he  SPS (each subarray i s  f ed  by reference 
phase dnd da t a  fiber-optic cables and by power supply cables), and they require high- 
precision mechanical assembly. The subarrays a r e  10.4 meters  square by about 30 cm 
thick. Accordingly i t  was decided t o  employ a square-cross-section payload bay 11 me te r s  
square, with s o m e  convenient length. A study of technology requirements for  Earth-to- 
CEO transportation system (performed by Boeing for  Langley Research Center )  developed 
configuration concepts  for  HLLV's in t h e  200-tonne payloxi  range, control configured 
without central  vertical tai ls  (Reference 8). The configurations were  quite  amenable t o  
aft-located,square-cross-section payloau bays. It  was decide@ t o  adopt this design 
approach. 
The payload bay length was selected on the  basis of performance and scaling considera- 
tions and density indications from previous SPS payload packaging studies. The e f f ec t s  of 
this  smaller payload bay a r e  discussed in detai l  in Section 2.3. 
2.1.2 Performance and Scaling Considerat iom 
The preliminary scaling analysis included consideration of the  variation in s tructural  
efficiency with s t age  size and propellant load. Simplified analyses of vehicle performance 
a r e  often based on the  assumption of constant propellant mass fract ion.  This is a very 
poor assumption for this class of vehide. A better  scaling rule is tha t  t h e  inert mass has 
a fixed and variable aspect. The variable part represents mass added as the  propellant 
load is increased. The fixed part is constant for a given veh ide  diameter but varies with 
diameter and other factors. 
For this analysis, prior results were examined t o  select  the  "bta parameter (factor by which 
propellant load is multiplied t o  get  variable inert mass); t h e  "aw parameter was selected 
from the  rough plot of a versus the square of diameter shown in Figure 2.1-1. (It i s  
regarded as plausible tha t  "a'' is proportional t o  t h e  square of diameter). 
Based on the SPS reference vehicle and the  smaller vehicles designed by the  study fo r  
Langley, values of "am were estimated as 1 ~ 0 , 0 0 0  kg and "b" as 0.08 for each stage. The 
"asa value corresponds t o  a 12-meter tank diameter. The stage inert mass is given by: 
where M is mainstage impulse propellant load. Second stage inert mass includes on-orbit 
rnaneuvg propellant and booster inert mass indudes post-separation and flyback 
propellant. Other assumptions a r e  given in Table 2.1-1. 
Initial sizing was based on a fixed ideal delta v t o  injection of 9200 rilfsec (30,183 ft/sec). 
Given a fixed delta v, i t  is possible t o  represent the  payload ratio for a parallel -burn 
vehicie without crossfeed as: 
where r is the ratio of orbiter t o  booster thrust, p and a r e  mass ratios of the 
parallel burn and orbiter d o n e  burn respectively, p l  ir the booster propellant load, and 
c1/c2 is  the ratio of booster t o  orbiter ISP. 
The Isp of the parallel burn is given by: 
The mass ratios for each burn a re  computed from the Tsiolkovskii equation, 
(In SI units the Isp is j t velocity in m/s. In conventional units Isp in seconds should be 
multiplied by g in the  # siolkovskii equation). 
For a series burn system, the  payload is given by 
F &TO 2.1- 1 "A" Patameref Scaling 
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TABLE 2.1-1 
SPS LAlJNCH VEMCLE TECXNOLOCY ASSUMP1X)NS 
LOZ-LCT.,+ BOOSTER 
LO2-LHZ ORblTER 
ENGINE TECHNOLOGY CONSISTENT WI'TH SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE SPECIF1 CATION 
I N  SOME CASES, CONTHOL-GONFIGURED AERODYNAMICS 
STATE-OF-THE-ART CON5TANT DIAMETER ALUMINUM TANKS; TITANIUM WHERE WARRANTED 
FOR AERO SURFACES: MODERATE USE OF COMPOGITES I N  UNYEATED, DRY STRL 'TURE 
SE:?VICEARLE SHIJTTLE-TYPE THERMAL PROTECTION FOR ORBITERS 
RE [JSAB LE LH2 INS 1 LATION 
SIBSYSTEMS GENEHALL Y CONSLSTENT WITH SHUTTLE STATE-OF-ART 
EVOL lJl'IONARY IMPROVEMENTS I N  SUBSYSTEMS SERVICEARILITY 
ONBOARD B I T F I T  
These equations were programmed on t h e  minicomputer t o  plot payload and other 
pertinent parameters versus staging velocity far a range of  lot^' mass values. Resuits for 
sa-ies burn are shown in  Figures 2.1-2 through 2.1-6. Tt-5 pard le l  burn comparison for  
4000 t o m s  liftoff mass is shown in  ~ i g u r e s  21-7 through 2.1-9. 
The optima a re  relatively flat ,  i.e., insensitive. This results from t h e  inert  mass model. 
Use of a constant propellant mass fraction (A') resuits in sharper optima. Cost  optima 
will be at higher s t a g k g  velocities than rrlass optima because ( I )  LH2 is more expensive 
than hydrocarbon; ( i r  orbiters are more expensive than boosters. 
In both instances, p-actical considerations require a staging velocity higher than t h e  mass 
optimum. In t h e  series b ~ r n  case, it is necessary t o  have about twice t h e  propellant load 
in the booster as t h e  orbiter, or t h e  booster becomes too short t o  arrive at a reasonabie 
configuration (assuming booster tank diameter equals orbiter tank diameter). In the 
parallel bum case, t h e  available Thrust-to-ma& ratio at staging forces a higher velocity. 
In both cases the  minimum practical values is about 2750 mfs  ideal, near 5000 f t f sec  
relative. 
The ratio of payload mass t o  liftoff mass iinproves with larger vehicles (as one would 
expea).  This is because the propellant fraction improves as propellant load is  increased. 
Figure 2.1 - 10 shows the  decrease in Mi/5ft as liftoff mass is increased. Points from the 
Langely study vehicles a r e  also shown. The la t ter  assumed parallel burn with crossfeed 
(from booster :o orbiter) and would be expected to perform somewhat better  than the 
vehicies represented here. 
Based on tkse resuits, a liftoff mass of 4OOC t o m e s  was selected for a point design 
study. The payload capability anticipted from these parametric analyses is 120 tonnes 
(series burn) a 100 tonnes (parallel burn). SPS packaging studies have indjcated that  thf 
payload bay density (lift capability/tolurne) should be in t h e  range 75 kg/M to 100 kg/&! . 
The forcing function is he relatively low density of transmitter subarrays; they average 3 much less than 75 kg/M but by mixing subarrays with high-density items, a n  average in 
the  range s ta ted  is obtained. At 120 t o m e s  l if t  capability, an $1-meter-square payload 
bay crosssect ion requires a length of 13.2 rn to reach 75 kg/m . Anticipating the 120 
tonnes es t imate  to be slightly conservative, a length of i4m was selected. Note tha t  this 
payload bay, d though i t  has 5.6 times t.k volcme of the  shuttle payload bay, is actually 
about 4 meters shorter. Accordingly, a check was rnade t o  evaluate the  propellant 
capacity of an o r b t  transfer vecnide constrained t o  these payload bay dimensions. Its 
propellant capacity was limited to a b o u ~  230 tonnes see Figure 2.3-2). This was deemed 
adequate. (More volume-efficien: OTV arrangements are possible). 
The analysis conducted did not inc!ude booster -1yback range as a parameter, For typical 
boosters, flyback propellant is 10% t o  20% of inert mass; the variation of flyback 
propellant with staging conditions is a significant overall optimization parameter. Since 
staging velocity selection was downward -limited t o  2750 m/s (ideal) by other factors, 
reducing staging velocity t o  reduce flyback range is not a consideration. Adjusting 
staging angle conditions to reduce flyback range remains a? option. Flyback range may be 
approximated by the  following algorithm: 
Orbit semimajor axis: r a= 3 - r v 2  
where v is inertiai velocity, r is radius from Earth's center a t  staging, and is Earth's 
geopotential. 
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Orbit eccentricity = e = i" 
where 3 is inertial path angle. Our trajectory code gives only relative path angle, but 
both relative and inertial velocities. 1 I i s  less than rR by an amount 
l/z 
= - 'v.'- v: -v: 
where Vo is the velocity of Earth rotation, z 4 0 7  m/s at KSC. 4 V?V$ 
Flyback angle: & ,3 (U -0) 
where 6 = cos- 
- J  
Flyback range = %& where t is radius of Earth 
This algorithm is plotted parametricdiy in Figure 2.1- 1 1. The downrange distance of the  
staging point must be added t o  get  total flyback range. Since range varies appreciably 
with path angle, trajectory depression t o  reduce flyback range may be a n  important 
consideration. Ths was t o  be investigated later  by trajectory analyses. 
2 1.3 Configuration Options and Selection 
The configuration options examined included parallel and series burns vehicles. By prior 
agreement with JSC, t h e  series bum vehicles did not consider crossfeed (supplying orbiter 
engines from k s t e r  tanks during mated flight). The advantage and disadvantages of 
crossf eed may be noted. 
Advantage 
o Orbiter propel1ar.t fraction is  improved since the  orbiter tanks need not accommo- 
da te  orbiter engine propellants consumed during mated flight. The equivalent 
tankage inert mass is carried by the booster, where i ts  ef fect  on payload is !/4 t o  
11'6 that  of orbiter inert mass. 
Disadvantages 
(1) Propellant flow to orbiter engines must be "k-nded off" from the booster t o  the  
orbiter just prior t o  staging without interrupting orbiter engine operation; 
(2) The booster must be configured t o  contain three propellants, i r . ,  02, CH4 (or other 
hydrocarbon) and Hz. 
(3) A t  staging, large-diameter propellant delivery lines between the booster and orbiter 
must be disconnected safely; if these lines penetrate a heat shield, protective doors 
must be dosed. ('This problem, of course, exists in  separating the  external tank 
from the  space shutt le orbiter). If both stages are reusable, there  is a problem of 
protruding lines, presumably from the booster. If the lines cannot be retracted (this 
would require large-diameter flex joints) i t  may be rrecessary t o  employ a jettison- 
able line section. 
Three configurations were examined: a series-burn option, and two  parallel burn options, 
belly-to-belly and back-to-back. These are shown in Figures 2-1-12 through 2.1-14. The 
series-burn design employs a "flower-petal" nose of six triangular s t ru ts  tha t  support the  
upper stage, each covered by a partial external fairing. After stage separation, t h e  
flower petal elements are retracted by actuators t o  form a smoothly-faired nose. W ~ t h  
the  petals open, flow paths exist  to allow the  second s tage engine start sequence to be 
initiated prior to sepatation. 
The belly-to-belly parallel krrn configuration places the  wings close together. This may 
reduce transonic drag, but structural connections penetrate the  heat  shields of both 
stages. The back-to-back option eliminates heat shield penetrations. 
The series-burn option was selected for more detailed analysis. Rationale was as follows: 
o The series-burn vehicle has slighrly bet ter  performance - 120 tonnes compared t o  
100 tonnes; 
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o Stage separation is simpler; for parallel burn systems, the  orbitei thrust a f t e r  
booster cutoff tends t o  push the  stages together rather than push them apart; 
o Boost aerodynamics is simpler; the  booster wing is in t h e  orbiter wing wake rather 
than in an interfering location. 
o Ground handling is expected t o  be simpler. 
o The booster is more adaptable t o  use as a shuttle booster. 
o Mated vehicle propulsion tests a r e  not needed t o  qualify the  boos: phase propulsion 
system. 
o Load paths and structural dynamics a r e  simpler. .ci 
The principal disadvantage of series burn is the  higher boost thrust required -about 1 SoOK, 
per engine versus 145OK. 
The series-burn stack height is commensurate with that  of Saturn V, indicating that  
present facilities can be used in the developmental phase. The operational, high-launch- 
rate, ground handing system will probably move the empty vehicles on their own landing 
gear, ma te  in t h e  horizontal position at the  launch pad, and use a strong-back tilt-up 
launcher. 
2 2  VEHICLE ANALYSIS 
The following discussion presents results of analyses of the  series-burn vehicle. 
Figure 2.1- 1 1. Fiyback Range Parametrics 
ORTGIN.4L PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 2.1 - 12. Series Burn HL L V 
Fipm 2.1- 13. Parallel Bum HL L V 
i 
Figure 2.1 - 14. Parallel Burn HL L V 
2.2.1 Trajectory Analyses and Vehicle Optimization 
The vehicle launch t ra jec tory  employs zero-lif t "gravity-turn1 boost t ra jec tory  followed by 
a roughly optimized second s t age  trajectory.  ';rjection conditions a r e  90km al t i tude,  due  
east, wi th  injection velocity appropriate  to coast  t o  477km altitude. 
Shortly a f t e r  l i f toff ,  t h e  ma ted  vehicle (under booster thrust)  executes  a slight "tilt" away 
frorrr vertical flight,  i n  t h e  downrange direction. This ini t iates  the "gravity turn." The  
amount of tilt s e t s  t h e  staging conditions. With a fixed amount of boost propellant, more  
t i l t  (a) reduces s taging altitude; (b) reduces s taging pa th  angle; (c)  increases relat ive 
velocity at staging. I t  is intuitively logical t h a t  t h e r e  should be an  optimal  til t ;  th i s  i s  
indeed trile. The object ive is t o  maximize injected mass (the sum of second s t age  inert  
mass and payload). F i y e  2.2-1 shows variation in staging parameters  and in injected 
mass as a function of t t angle. Figures 2.2-2 and 2.2-3 show the  characteris t ics  of a 
preliminary reference  t ra jec tory  with near-optimal characteristics. 
Final selection of a reference t ra jec tory  requires evaluaticr: of flyback range ef fec ts .  For 
any flyback range, t h e r e  will be an optimal  booster wing area. Increasing wing a r e a  
increases the  flyback cruise L/D, decreasing both installed thrus t  and flyback fuel. Since 
increasing wing a r e a  reaches a point of dimin~shing returns, i.e., fur ther  increases in a r e a  
add l i t t l e  t o  L/D, whereas wing mass increases nearly linearly with a rea ,  i t  is apparent  
t ha t  a n  o p t i m d  a r e a  must  exiJt  (for any  giver, flyback range). Since booster inerts  a f f e c t  
payload ( I  kg of booster iner t s  i s  worth roughly 1/6 kg payload) t h e r e  i s  a joint optimum 
among staging condirions and booster wing area.  These optimizations a r e  nearly 
decoupled, however, because of the sharpness of t h e  optimum of t i l t  (= staging 
conditions). The flyback range a t  optimal s taging conditions will be between 250 and 300 
km. Over this  range the  optimal wing a r e a  will change l i t t le .  Consequently, our analysis 
assumed these  optirna t o  be entirely decoupled. 
222 Aerodynamics 
A fur ther  parametr ic  study was conducted t o  se lec t  the reference wing area.  Wing a r e a  
was dictated by landing speed with a desire  t o  maintain landing speed no more  than 165 9.. knots. The result was a selection of a reference  wing a r e a  of 8200 f t  w ~ t h  a carnard for  
subsonic t r im, as shown in  Figure 2.2-4. 
T I L T  AN6iE  (DEGREES) 
Figure 2.2- 1. Staging Point Variation and Injected Mass 
Figure 2.2-2. Small HL L V Reference Trajectory 
Ciyurir 23-3. SmaN HL L V Re ferencs Trajectory 
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Figure 2.24. Booster Aero Summary Landing @e& 
A hypersonic trim investigation, summarized in Figure 2.2-5, showed that  the vehicle 
could be trimmed between 30 and 40 degrees angle of a t t ack  with reasonable aileron 
dtf Iectioru. 
Tht orbiter wing area was also selected for  landing speed of 165 knots. Again, a canard 
was used for subsonic trim to avoid large wing areas. The landing speed paratnetrics are 
shown in Figure 2.2-6. 
Tabie 22-1 summarize the results of the  aerodynamics investigations. 
As a result af t h e  ae r~dynamics  investigation, :he veh ide  wings were  resized. 
Illustrated in Figure 2.2-7 a r e  t h e  revised wing area as compared to the  original wing 
areas, shown on the original configuration. Revised wing areas are shown as dotted lines. 
The small HLLY final configuration is shown in Figure 2.2-8. The orbiter indudes a 
swept-back delta wing with a small subsonic foldout canard. The payload bay is a f t  of t h e  
propellant tanks and is 11 merres square by 14 metres  long. The orbiter uses six space 
shutt le main engines with extended exi t  bells. Four of t h e  six engines a r e  gimbaled; rhe 
center two a r e  fixed. The upper s tage also uses a small yaw ventral for head-end steering 
to improve con:rollability in yaw. 
The vehicles are control configured in yaw, thus eliminating the large vertical tail. 
Elimination of the  vertical tai l  assists in balancing :he vehicle and makes practical an af t  
payload bay on the orbiter. The booster employs a "flower-petal" opening nose with a 
truss structure as m interstage structure. This approach iivoids expendible interstage 
hardware and d lows  the second stage engine s ta r t  sequence to be initiated during the first  
s tage tail-off as the  open nose allows room for gas venting during the  s t a r t  sequence. 
After stage separation, a simple hinged actuator mechanism doses the  nose to a 
streamlined, aerodynamic configuration. 
The booster employs six oxygen-methane engines of approximately 1835 K/lb thrusts. 
Four high thrust air-breather engines a r e  mounted on top of the  wings for fly-back. The 
air-breather engice inlets a re  dosed  by a blow-off cover until subsonic transition at which 
t ime the engines undergo s tar t  sequence. Engine iocation was selected to avoid flow 
attachment to either the wing or the  body as a flow attachment wiil result in higher drag 
during the  ily-back. 
2 2 4  Mass Properties 
Table 2.2-2 presents the mass statement for the small HLLV, based on the final 
configuration. The estimated payload based on the  detailed mass statement is 126 metr ic  
tons as compared t o  a parametric figure of 120 metric tons. 
2 2 5  HLLV Fleet  Size Scenario 
The SPS transportation and construction systern interrelated transportation operatioils 
scenario material presented ir! ;ne reference system description report from Phase 11 has 
been iqcorporated into software so that traae studies can be run. Shown in Table 2.2-3 is 
the  HLLV fleet  scer~ario for t h e  small HLLV. '$0~ the increased numbers of flights and 
the increased product~on rate. These stenarin ,esults  provided the  basics for cost 
analyses. 
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Figure 2.2-6. E k t  of REF Wing Area and Aspect Ratio 
on SPS Orbiter Landing 
TABLE 2.2-1 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF INITIAL ITERATION 
ON SPS BOOSTER/ORENTER AERODYNAMICS 
o BOOSTER 
o INITIALLY DEFINED CONDITIONS 
- WEIGHT AT START OF FLYBACK 
320 TONNES = 704,000 LBS 
- FLY BACK RANGE 
250 KM 4 20 MINCJTES RESERVE 
- c.c;. 
X ~ ~ .  /BODY LENGTH = 0.7 
- DRAW INC OF CONFIG Uli ATION 
o ADi>l'l'lONAl, CONDITIONS DEFINED 
- LANDING 
o ANGI-E OF ATTACK : 15' MAX 
o SPEED - 165 KTS MAX. 
- HY PEUSONIC TRIM 
o TIilM DETWEEN 30' d( 50' ANGLE OF ATTACK 
o I'KIM WITHO'JT POSITIVE ELEVON DEFLECTION 
o RESULTS 
- LANDING SPECIFICATIONS CONTROL WING AREA 
o ORIGINAL WlNG REF AREA FROM DWC = 6000 F T ~  
o REQUIRED WlNG REF AREA = 8000 P T ~  
TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued) 
- FLYBACK 
o CDO 4 3 2  (BASED ON WING REF AREA) 
o ASSUME FLY BACK OCCURS A t  L./DIMAXAND 
10,000 FT ALTlTUnE 
o ASSCME TSFC = 0.8 FOR PLY BACK ENGINES 
o CONCLUSIONS 
o z 6.73 
o 67,000 LB FUEL REQD. (INCLUDING 20 MINUTES RBSERVES) 
o VELOCITY r 100 KM/HR 
o WING LOADING AT START OF FLY BACK 86 LB/FT~ 
o 101,000 tf3 THRUST REQD. AT START OF FLYBACK 
- HYPERSONlC TRlM 
BOOSTER WILL TRIM AT 35O ANGLE OF ATTACK 
WlTH 0' ELEVON DEFLEC'I'iON 
- RECOMMENDED WING/CANARD DESlGN 
REF AREA = 8200 F T ~  
ASPECT RATIO = 2.32 
L.E. SWEEP = 55' 
TAPER RATIO = .15 
T.E. SWEEP = 9.2' 
CANARD AREA = 400 FT' 
LANDING TKlM CL = .83 
ELEVON/WlNG AREA = a12 
ELEVON DEFLECTlON = 7.6' 
TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued) 
o ORBITER 
o INITIALLY DEFINED CONDITIONS 
- LANDING WEIGHT = 230 TONNES fif)6,000 LB 
- 
'CG /WDY LENGTH = 0.7 
- DRAWING OF CONFIGURATION 
o ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS DEFINED 
- LANDING SPEED = 165 KTS (MAX) 
o REbULTS 
- ORIGINAL WING REF AREA OF 5600 F T ~  WAS A LITTLE LOW FOR LANDING 
- RE,COMMENDET) WINGICANARD CONFIGURATION u 
o REF WlNG AREA = 6180 F T ~  
o REF WING ASPECT RATIO = 2.25 
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o REF WING TAPER RATIO = ,186 
o WlNG L. E. SWEEP - 55' 
o WlNG T.E, SWEEP = 12' 
o CANARD AREA = 500 F T ~  
o LANDING TRIM CL = 0.88 
o ELEVON/WINGRATIO=.12 
o ELEVON DEFLECTION = 1 lo 
Figun 2.2-7. SmaII HL L V- Wing Redre 
FWm 2.28. Small HL L V Updated Configuration 

TABLE 2.2-2 (Continued) 
SMALL HLLV MASS PROPERTIES 
R C S  
SUBSYSTEMS 
AUXILIARY POWER 
ELEC* CONV & DlSTK* 
F'LT CONTROL ACTUATION 
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
AVIONICS 
EC/LSS 
GROWTH 
TOTAL DRY 
FLUIDS 
BIAS PROPELLANT 
PRESSURANT 
RESIDUALS & TRAPPED 
FLYBACK FUEL 
NET INERTS 
IMPULSE PROPELLANT 
BOOSTER LIFTOFF MASS 
ORBITER 
- 
STRUCTURE-AEROSURFACES 
WING 
CANARD 
TIPLETS 
YAW VENTRAL 
LBM 
-
5,680 
TABLE 2.2-2 (Continued) 
SMALL HLLV MASS PROPERTIES 
ORBITER (CON'?') 
STRUCTURE-BODY h TANKS 
NOSE 
NOSE G E A R  SUPPORT 
LH2  TANK 
L O 2  TANK 
INTERTANK 
PAYLOAD BAY BODY SECTION 
PAY LOAD BAY DOORS 
AFT BODY 
THRUST STRUCTURE 
BODY F L A P  
FAIR ING S 
CREW C A B  STRUCTURE 
INDUCED THERMAL PROTECTION 
WING RSI 
BODY RSI 
TANK SIDEWALL PANELS 
WING TIPLETS RSI 
LH2  1NTEE.NAL INSULATION 
PROPELLANT PURGE, VENT, 
6( DRAIN 
MECHANISMS 
LANDING GEAR 
DRAG DEVICE 
MAIN PROPULSION 
SSM E's 
LBM 
-
TABLE 2.2-2 (continued) 
SMALL HLLV MASS PROPERTIES 
ORBITER (CON'T) - KC 
ACCESSORIES 2,077 
AFT BODY PROPELLANT SYSTEM 7,OC8 
DELIVER) ' INES & PROP. MGT 3,273 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 4,090 
OMS PRJPULSION SY S (DRY) 2,548 
RCS PROPULSION SY S (DRY) 1,542 
SUBSYSTEMS L 9 960 
FLIGHT CONTROL 1,270 
AVIONICS 1,978 
EC/LSS 1,339 
ELECTRIC POWER 5,373 
CREW & PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATIONS 3,652 
PERSONNEL PROVISIONS 305 
FURNISHINGS 41 1 
PAY LOAD PROVISIONS 1,380 
CREW & ACCESSORIES 1,556 
GROWTH 34,519 
TOT/'.!+ SRY WITH CREW 179,916 
FLUIDS & GASES 41,734 
OMS PROPELLANT 28,263 
OMS RESERVES J( RESIDUALS 2,826 
FUEL CELL REACTANT 254 
TRAPPED MAIN PROPELLANT & 10,391 
PRESSURANT 
LBM 
-

Vehicle quantities were derived from the  scenario data in Table 2.2-3. The scenario 
analysis establishes the number of vehicles required for the initial fleet. Spares were 
added t o  this. Engines and auxiliary propulsion were independently estimated. Since t h e  
engines follow a different learning curve than the  airframes, i t  i s  necessary t o  discretely 
est imate engine costs. The scenario results also determine the  number of new vehicles 
required for l ife cycle operations. An additional set of equivalent vehicles i s  required to 
maintain spates and maintenance. Table 2.2-4 summarizes t h e  results of this analysis. 
The figures used were based on the  same assumptions as used t o  cost the  refercnce HLLV. 

T&/e 2.24. Vehicle &antities 
S P S J l l t t  
I NIT1 AL FLEET 8 SPARES 
A I  RFRAME 
MAIN ENGINE 
AUX, PROPULSION 
LIFE CYCLE 
MAIN ENGINE 
AUX, PROPULSION 
SPARES 8 MA1 NTENANCE 
AIRFRAME 
MAIN ENGINE 
AUX. PROPULSION 
ftw m m h l  - mail HLLV p a f l d  parameters Zhat were are as fdiwsz 
Carp fhy Endope 
Payload Mass t t  
12UM 
Wuwhg t b  guidelines estabbtpd in previous packaging anatyses ( R e f e m  Section 5 
in Reference 9), we have discamfed these parmeters to allow fa pchgbg urd 
Ttlr? warking pzrtanraers become the fellwing: 
Mitx. envelope of cornwe 
Max. payhad mass 1% 
fwi t hout p~&gin& 
@% lrt4 
108 3iT 
Tabk 23-1 lists the totid payload that nee& to be delivered to LEO fa each year at the 
SPS a m m e r c i d  program. This tozd ~ y 1 - d  indudes components, spare parts, crew 
s q t p b ~  and propellants tsed at both LEO and GE9. This + 4 e  also lists the armspod  
k g  number of masslimited launches recrJired pet year and per day to deiiver this payload. 
The constraints identified in the previous section were used to define the effects  on the 
various SPS program elements. Table 2.3-2 lists the program dements directly or 
indirectly effected by haviag a smaller HLLV, (The reader strould refer to Reference 7 as 
this table is examined.) E fmen t s  not idenzified in this table are not affected, 
The interactims of tkse effects are more desrly shown in Figur: 23-1. I t  is seen that 
there are eight primary effects. I? shod2 be evident from this map that if any of the 8 
primary effects o n  be aileviazed, the seccndary effects linked to them can also be 
eliminated. The possibilities for alleviating the primary effects are- discussed in 
Table 23-3. - 
As a pan oi this analysis, tk pn-1 OTV was reconfigured to f i t  the shorter payload 
bay. The revised OTV concept is shown in Figures 2.3-2, 2.3-3 and 2.3-4. 
There were three supporting analyses that were conducted t o  &rive some of the data 
shown in :ne preceding tables. These were a cargo padcaging anbyrir, a GEO Base 
effects analysis, and alternative launch aild recovery site concepts aiialysis. 
2.3.2.1.1 Cargo Packaging Analysis 
n# primary objective of the cargo packaging analysis was t o  determine the configura- 
tions of the primary payloads for the small HLLV. 
The cargo packaging data deveioped in Phase 11 ce this study were used as the reference 
(see Table 5-1 in  Sectifin 5.D-Cargo Packagiglg in Reference 9). These data were 
~ e f a k e :  Dim-25461-2, Table 1.3-16 (p. 216' 
Based on 108 MT net payload per launch (120 MT payload capability 
discounted 10% to allow for packaging) 
b Bpvd on 7 d i y  pw m k  laurrh schedule 
TABLE 2,392 
EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV ON THE SPS PROCRAM 
ITeM DESCRIP~ON OF EFFECT 
Solar Power Satellite 
Primary Structure o Redesign Type A Beam (the 12.7m beam) 
a Necd battens every 7.5m 
Catenary System o Redesign catenary systcrn to be compatible 
with the 7.3m wide salar array blnnktts 
Solar inlankets o Redesign blanltcts to be 7,Sm wide 
o Redt?sign crll string parallel and .series 
interconr3ec.t schttne to allcviinte need to 
i n  terconncc:t 2 adjacent hlankcts 
Solar Cell Panels o titcvisc pan4 sizc to be compatible with  
7,Sm blanket width 
Interbay Jumpers o Wiil have at least one more interbay 
umpers per 15m and their associated b ardware 
Acquisition Russcs n Revise erccluisi rion bus configuration io 
accornmodiltc 7.5 blankets 
Attitude Control and o The ion propulsion panel will have to be 0 
Stat ionkeeping fabricated f rorn 4 pieces Instead of 2 picccs. 
Power Distribution o The electricdl rotary joint assembly will have +.931 
to be asse~nbled from at least 4 large sub- 
~lssemblies instead of being delivered in one 
piece, 
B> Cost P Production Cost of transporting additional 
Category I = Investment marr hers not been included, 
Code Ib = Operations 
TABLE 2.3-2 (Con%) 
EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV ON THE SPS PROCOtWU 
1.2.1.I.Z Construction Equipment o 12,7m Beam Machine will have to be ravlsdrd 
for a redesigned Type A b a r n  (see WBS 
1.1.1.1.1) 
1.2.1.1.3 Cargo Handling and 
System 
o 30m Cherrypicker- Add 4 mora of thaw to 
accommoda te requirement to install twice as 
many solar arrry blmkcts per bay, and 2 mora 
to assemble modular slip ring assembly. 
To accommodate smaller and more numerous cargo 
pallets; 
o Cargo Tug Docking Ports-Add 2 docklng 
systems 
o Cargo Pallet Handling Jig- Add 2 units 1 + l o 8  1 
o Transporters-Add 80 units (smaller size) 20 +74.2 I 
in lieu of 20 large units 
1.2.1.1.4 Subassembly Factories o Add a Electrical Rotary joint Subasrembly 7,) +48.8 I 
area end equipment (refer to WBS 1 . 1.6.3) 
o Rcvice layout of thruster subassembly area 0 0 
1.2.1.1.5 Test/Checkout 
Facilities 
o Beam and fitt ing subassty revised to new 
Type A beam 
o Add electrical rotary joint test facility, 
support equip*, etc, 
Cost P = Production Coat of transporting a d d i t i w l  
Category I = Investment mas8 has not been included. 
Code fl = Operations 

EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV OM THE SPS PROERAM 
L)ESCfUPTK)N OF WPECT MASS 
M t  
1.2.2.1.2 Construction Equipment o Add one set of solar array deployment cquiprncnt + i 2  I +45 I 
1.2.2.1.3 Cargo Handling/Dist o Due to smaller and more numerous cargo 
pallets: 
o Cargo Pallet Handling Machine- 
1 more reqtd-revise to smaller 
size 
o 20 ctrerrypicker - 18 more req'd 
for cargo sorting 
o Pallet Handling Jig-2 more roqtd 
-revise to smaller size 
o Cargo Transporters-- 60 more raqtd 30 +90 1 
o Cargo Sorting Systems-add 9 units 22.5 +207.9 1 
o Crew Transfer Tunnel Systems-add 3 6 +3 1 
systems 
1.2.2.1.4 Subassemoly Factories o Revise the thruster subassembly factory for 
 smaller thruster panel subassemblies. 
Cost P = Production Cost of transporting addi tional 
Category 1 = Investment mass has not b a n  included, 
Code fl = Operations 
TABLE 2.3-2 (Gon't) 
EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV ON THE SPS PROCRAM 
WBS ITEM DESCRIPTION OF EFFET 
1.2.2.1.6 Space Transportation o Add 3 HLLV docking systems 
Support Systems o Smaller size 
o 2 dedicated to  propellant tankers 
o Add 2 cargo tug docking systems 
o Add propellant transfer, storage, and 
corlclitiorling system (assurnc EOTV propellant 
pallets can be assembled at LEO Base) 
1.2.2.2 Crew Support System o Revise crew and work habitat modules 
per W R S  1.2.1.1 
P 
" 1.2.2.3 Operations o Revise supplies list (space parts) to reflect 
changes in crew modulcs ti subsystems. 
o Revise crew salaries 
1.2.2.3.1 EOTV Construction o Revise solar array cleployment ops to account 
Operations for addition deployment ~ys t t rn .  
o Add 4 crew members for additional 
thruster subass'y 
MASS 
MT 
o Add 4 crew members for other subassembly 
Cost P = Production Cost of transporting additional 
Category I Investment mass has not been included, 
Code P = Operations 
Crew costs accounted for under 
WBS 1.2.2.3 
TABLE 2.3-2 (Con%) 
EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV ON THE SPS PROGRAM 
WBS ITEM DEXR1PTK)N OF EFFECT 
MOBILE MAINTENANCE 
1.2.2.3.2 Logistics Operations o Revise the HLLV and EOTV operations to reflect 
more numerous operations/day 
o Cargo pallet handling ops-add 20 
people 
o Docking propellant handling aps-add 
8 people 
1.2.3 Mobile Maint. o Revise to reflect changes in crew habitat size 
P 
Support Systems (see W BS 1.2.3.2) and OTV resizing (see W BS 1.3.4) 
W 
1.2.3.2 Crew Sup,ort System o Revise crew habitat module per W BS 1.2.1.2 
MASS 
MT 
1.3 SPACE o Revise transportation scenario to ref lectr 
TRANSPORTATION 
o More HLLV flights wlreduced payloads 
o Revised resupply mass (as modified for 
new crew modules, additional people, 
etc.) 
o More cargo tug operations 
o Revised POTV operations-trips 
Cost P = Proauction Cost of transporting addition& 
Category 1 = Investtnent mass hhs not been included. 
Code fl = Operations - 
Crew costs accounted for under 
W BS 1.2.2.3 
WBS ITEM 
1.3.1 HLLV 
1.3.2 EOTV 
1.3.4 POTV 
TABLE 2.3-2 (Contt) 
EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV ON THE SPS PROGRAM 
DESCRIPTION OF EFFECT 
o Total revision 
o Revise cargo platform for rnorc and smaller 
cargo pallets 
o Revise thruster panel configuration to show 
4 sub-panels 
o Modify OTV to fit within HLLV 
MASS COST 
MT * 
1.3.5 Orbital Per sonriel o Modify OPhl to fit within smaller HLLV 
Module $ 
1.3.6 Cargo Tug o Add 4 cargo tugs (2@ LEO, 2@ CEO) 
1.3.7 GROUND SUPPORT o Reference location (Kerlnedy Space Center) may have 
FACILITIES to to be changed due to more frequent HLLV operations 
1.?.7.1.1 HLLV Launch Facilities o Add 3 more launcl~ systems-smaller size -2273 I 
Cost P = Production 
Category 1 s: Investment 
Code 0 = Operations 
TABLE 2.3-2 (CorrY) 
EFFECTS OF THE SMALLER HLLV ON THE SPS PROGRAM 
W B S  
C 
ITEM DESCRIP W N  OF EFFECT 
1.3.7.2.2 HLLV Orbiter and o Revise size of bays and quantity of bays reqld 
Payload Processing to accommodate smaller and more numerous orbiter 
Facility stages. 
1.3.7.2.3 HLLV Booster o Revise size of bays and quantity of bays reqfd 
Processing Facility to accommodate smaller and more numerous booster 
stages, 
1 .3.7.2.4 Engine Maintenance o Revise size and support equipment to accomodate 
Facility different size engines and larger qi~antities 
hu" '1' 
1.3.7.3 Fuel Facilities o Revise as reqld to reflect possible new launch 
site location and the more frequent HLLV launch 
P ops. 
ul 
1.3.7.5 Operations Facilities o Revise to reflect more frequent HLLV operations 
1.3.7.6 Operations 
1.5 OPERATlONS CONTROL 
o Revise headcount to reflect more frequent HLLV 
ops. 
81;; 1.5.1 Facilities and Equip. o Revise to reflect more people associated with 
HLLV operations and maintenance 
1.5.3 Operations o Revise headcount to reflect more people 
associated with HLLV operations and maintenance. 
= 1084 people @ $5Ok/yr 
MASS COST 
MT % 
-849 I 
Cost P = Production 
Category I = Investment 
Code fl = Operations 
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Figure 2.3- 1. interrelationships of the Effects of a Small HL L V 
EFFECT 
o 7.5m Solar Array Blankets 
o Smaller Ion Thruster Panels 
o Modular Slip Ring Assy's 
o Smaller and More Numerous Cargo 
Pallets 
TABLE 2.3-3 
ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY EFFECTS 
ANALYSIS 
o Anything less than 15m leads t o  problems, 
o cargo bay could be in  excess of 15rn long and if the blankets 
could be shipped on end, then there would be no impact. 
o The thruster panels were to be assembled from 2 subassemblies 
anyway, so  having to assemble from 4 subassemblies is of only minor 
impact. 
o Anything less than 16m diameter is a problem. 
o The assembly could be knocked down into cylindrical quadrants. 
o SmalIer size units offset some of cost associated with having more 
units. 
o There is some quantity of additional units tha t  could be tolerated 
before exceeding the capabilities of the presently defined set of 
handling equipment and crew. 
EFFECT 
a 
o Smaller Crew Modules 
o More HLLV's 
- 
TABLE 2.3-3 (Corrt'd) 
ANALYS~ OF P R I M A R ~  EFFECTS 
ANALYSIS 
Jllla 
o The smaller HLLV leads t o  a 20 man crew habitat, see Section 2.3.2.1.2. 
o WIjf  only 3 launch pads and a 7-dayl2-shift launch schtdule,  only 
1 o r  2 more  launches per week could be realistically scheduled. 
o Each launch pad can support only 2.5 launches per week (on a 7- 
day 12-shif t schedule). 
o Going t o  a 3 shift  schedule, 7 days per week, each launch pad car1 u 
support 3.75 launches/week. 
o 6 pads will be required. (2 alternative arrangements of 6 HLLV 5 
launch pads at KSC a r e  described in Section 2.3.2.1.3) 8 Y, 
VI 
o A 7-daylweek, 24 hriday launch schedule will probably be environ- 
mentally unacceptable (noise level). Theref ore, a Cemote, equatorial 
launch s i t e  would probably be required. 
o The largest  cost  associated wj.h launch pads is t h e  taxiways and  
offshore causeways and break waters  (over 70% of cost). 
o The LEO Base will have t o  have at leas t  3 additional HLLV Docking 
- .-- 
Systems. 
EFFECT 
o Smaller OTV 
o Smaller Orbital Passenger Module 
TABLE 2.&3 (Ccmt'd) 
ANALYSIS O F ~ R I M A R Y  EFFECTS 
ANALYSIS 
4 
o Redesign OT'J to  be shorter and larger diameter and still keep baseline 
performance capability s ee  Figure 2.3-2. 
o Could redesign to a shorter, larger diameter stage with double deck 
to keep 75 passenger capacity, s ee  Figures 2.3-3 and -4. 
, .g,m 2.33. Orbitid P a s q p r  M d u k  Con f h r e d  to fit within a M I  HLL V 

mamind to find tk campments that 1) w d d  he affected by the mralkr cargo bay 
endupe, and 2) thodC that are either tk m a t  nmmxous, the mast massive, War the 
(tht s+caUd \<may paylcdP), These companents are identified in Figure 
23-59 
W h m  amrpafing tk small CaLV ' p i m x y  payfad9 idmtified in Figure 23-5 against the 
m a r y  paybds" identified in F i p  5-5 d the Reference, it will be noted that tte 
An#ma Seudary  Structut and the Pmpeflat Pallets haw mt been included in 
F i i  2.3-5. 
TEe Scc#rdary S m u r e  package has changed far the m n e  system (since the 
Refereme was ~~ ta a fabricated m u r e  imtead of a &pbyaUe struarae. The 
material for this fakicatd stmetwe will k beam machine roll stock and has, therefore, 
been induded into thc cxrmbined beam machine feed stock shown in Figure 23-5, 
The POTV, SPS, and EOTV Propltant Pallets have been Qleted as it is assumed that 
thcrc r iU  have to be de<8cated HLLV tankers. 
fht d y  compa#rts that are repackaged significantly are the solar array blankets, the 
ion tiruster pands, and the ettitrical rotary joint (slip ring) arsem bl y. 
C)RIGIX:%L PAGE IS 
OC POOR Qi~Ll ' i ' l  

8.3.2. l, t GEO BASE =ACTS FROM SMALLER H U V  
~ ~ ~ 0 6 t b b I I L t V ~ t h e ~ p b l e c u . g o ~ e a n i m a s s  
tetrtcmbeBelldbtolcrr~eaathddk A t t h e G E O ~ ~ b a s e ,  barever, the 
~ L n H L L V ~ ~ ~ b I m ~ t ,  Tlsel l xl lmxl4mciu.gobay 
llarif&im l a  to *mate SPS cs&mam reqdremeats, which impact Grn base 
systems as shown in Flg. 2 - 9 4 .  'Illlhen mare constsuctbnm are added, exhaequip- 
ment d o 1  arorlr areas am me&d The smaller c a w  bay also limits the size and bence 
tbe amber of reqdred pressure msids for btrMhtioa and work support f&ans. A 
greater mmber of smaU cargo corhbfs must be hadled and distributed through the iatra 
base legUt!c network. AU of the above l d  Q a larter crew, additional housing, more 
base support structure, etc. 
Ffgure 2.3-7 shows the Phase 2 reference amstmctioa base aad the allernate base 
which relies on tbe smaller HLLV, The alternate base, which uses smaller crew modules, 
Is 14% heavier and requires a & y i p  crew to maiatain the reference production rate. 
Aikbu& the alternate GEO base has a higher unit cost, it also shares a lower development 
cost with the LEO base crew module, The smaller crew module provides a significant 
red&ion fn DIYI'&E expenditures at the outset of the investment phase. As a result, the 
Mtlai investment costs (DM'&E & unit) will only be 50% greater than the reference base, 
The full deployment cost of the crew module could also be deleted from the investment 
phase if the smaller module was developed for common use by the preceeditig SPS demon- 
stration pbase, The following paragraphs discuss the major effect of the smaller HLLV 
on CEO base operations and related crew support facilities. 
GEO Base Operations impact - The smaller HLLV cargo bey ( 11 m x 11 m x 14  m) af- 
fects CEO base operations for satellite construction and intra base logistics. In par- 
ticular, increased construction requirements lead to additirinal equipment and crew 
staffing for the fntra base logistics system as  well nQ fnr c~nstruction. 
Revised satellite construction requirements include smaller solar array Lanket 
cannisters (7.5 m vs 15 in) , modifications to solar blanket interfaces (e. g. , support 
structure. ..-.quisition buses, etc) , and nroduiar versus preassembled slip rings. 
Those opeiations, which impose added equipments for the CEO base, are listed in Fig. 
2.3-8 with their system impacts (i.e. , delta mass and cost). To maintain the six month 
reference construction sche~ale ,  twice as many cherry pickers are needed to install 
88 versus 44 solar array blankets in each bay of the energy conversion system. N o  
additional equipment is need~d to handle the other subsystems which interface with 
the smaller solar array blankets. However, the Level J subassembly factory must be 
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expanded to accaastodate the equipment needed to support the assembly and checkout 
of the moclularid slip ring. FinaUy, it is estimated that four t imes  RS many cargo 
prttfets must be dockedlunhded and handled. 
GEO base crew operations are also increased to support the added tasks for sat- 
ellite construction and intra base logistics. It is estimated that 56 crewmen will be 
needed to cover the extra worktoad and furnish the required habitat and c r e w  support 
services. Figure 2.3- 9 s h o w s  a breakdown of theses added c r e w  operations, together 
with the extra eost for annual operations. 
Crew Support Facilities Impact - The reduced size cargo bay of the small HLLV results 
in a smaller pressurized module to support habitation and work-related activities. 
This module is now 10.5 m dia. x 13.5 m instead of the 17 ;n dia. x 23 m long module 
that the reference HLLV can transport. Figure 2-3-10 considers the number of small 
modules necessary to replace one Iarge module. 
In the Phase 2 analysis of crew habitation requirements, it  was judged that one 
large module, sized for the reference HLLV &uld comfortably house 100 men. On a 
direct volume basis, five of the smaller modules would provide approximately the same 
volume a s  one larger module. (In fact, the equivalent volume ratio is probably greater 
than 5 to 1, since packaging given items into a smaller volume is less efficient than 
packaging the same items into a larger volume. This holds for all crew support facil- 
ities where the initial allocation of functional areas is either believed to be correct or 
is perhaps not well defined, ) The GEO base work modules for command and control, 
base maintenance, etc have yet to be analyzed. When the functional requirements 
for these activites are developed, the area needed for crew and equipment could either 
meet or exceed the current assumptions. Hence the 5 to 1 ratio is used to establish 
equivalent work modules for the smaller HLLV. Crew habitation requirements, how- 
ever, were examined i n  Phase 2 to the level of compartmental partitioning of major 
crew areas, considering furnishings and equipment, The larger crew module pro- 
3 
vided about 17.44 m of free v\:!ume for each crewman. This is about 2.5 times 
Celentanols recommended free volume pez man (7.08 m3) for acceptable crew perfor- 
mance over 90 days. Therefore, a brief study was performed to .ake another look at 
the crew accommodation packaging arrangements for the smaller crew module. By 
reducing the free volume crew allocation to 10.35 m3, we judge that 100 men can be 
adequately housed in three of the smaller modules. 
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* Revised layouts for these smaller habitation modules are shown in Figure 2.3- lL 
Allowing for wall thickness, insulation and radiation protection, the inside diameter of 
each deck is 10 m and flmr to ceiling height is 2.15 m .  One module provides quaters 
for 60 men and each of the four decks has the same layout of 16 comparably sized 
quaters; except that on two of the decks, two quarters are eliminated on each to pro- 
vide hygiene and waste management. The second module has one deck of 14 quarters 
plus toilets, laid out as the first module, then two decks with 12 larger quarters each. 
A fourth deck provides mPdical facilities, a library and two staterooms for the two 
most senior officers. The third module provides services on two of the four decks. 
One deck provldes a gymnasium, a recreation lounge, a thirty seat theatre for movies, 
church services and meetings, a laundry and a hygienetwaste man - iement facility. 
The other service deck has the galley, food storage for emergercies and eating accom- 
modation for 28, Main food stroage is in an attached logistics module. This deck also 
serves as the storm shelter with suitable distribution of equipment5 and wall thicknesses 
to provide protection. The free area available for 100 men during solar storm events 
2 2 is 0 . h  (5.8 ft ) per man. The remainrng two decks in this module house subsystems 
and EVA preparation. 
Comparison of the smaller module to the larger baseline module, Fig. 2.3-12 shows, 
as alternates, the estimated total number of GEO base crew support facilities. Mass 
- 
and cost data are shown for each moduqk and the estimated pen* is identified for 
- 
the smaller module. The number of crew habitats and related work modules are de- 
fined for support of GEO construction acd SPS maintenance. When the appropriate 
small module to baseline module ratio is applied (i. e. , 3: 1 habitats and 5 : 1 work), 33 
small modules ( 10.5 m dia) are required for initial GEO construction (vs 8 at 17 m dia) . 
Later in the program xhen 60 sztellites have to be maintzined, 99 of the smaller mod- 
ules w i l w  needed for habitation and work support functions. 
Figure 2.3-13 shows a comparative breakdown of the major elements covered by 
the estimates for crew module mass and average unit cost. The smaller module retains 
the reference cabin wall design for protection against trapped electron flux. A one 
deck storn: shelter is also provided, as in the reference, for environmental protection 
againat solar flares. Environmental control subsystem weights are based on 60 men, 
as defined in Fig. 2.3-11. Weight estimates for the other subsystems of the small 
module (i  . e . , communicatinns , electrical power and crew accommodations) are alsc 
adjusted for the 60 man crew. A s  shown in Fig. 2.3-13, the latter subsystenis 
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represent less than 25% of the reference module mass but almost half of the smaller 
module mass. From a cost point of view, the latter subsystems account for more than 
half the cost of either module. This is  because these subsystems contain basic com- 
ponents (fixed costs) which are insensitive to changes in crew size or module geom- 
etry. Lower crew module costs are possible, of course, if the smaller modules were 
defined differently and compared in terms of their respective functions and capcbili- 
ties. It should be noted that the cost penalty attributed to the smaller pressure 
vessel in Fig. 2.3-12 is probably too high since these cost data do not include the 
full benefit of production quantity learning. 
The large number of crew modules resulting from the smaller HLLV raises the 
question as to how they might be accommodated on the base. The center of GEO base 
logistic activities occurs at the top deck, Level J ,  which includes the crew quarters1 
operations center and areas for growth. For example, at the end of the 30 year ref- 
erence scenario, the crew quarters /operations complex could grow to 99 modules. 
Figure 2.3- 14 shows that Level J has ample area to mount as many small modules as 
needed. 
Net Impact of Smaller HLLV on GEO Base - The net impact of the smaller HLL" on 
GEO base mass and cost is summarized in Fig. 2.3- 15. The reference work facilities 
must be revised primarily to support the added crew support facilities, accommodate 
extra construction equipment, enlarge cargo handlingldistribution , and expand the 
subassembly factory. One benefit of the smaller crew module is that it provides a 
significant reduction in UDT& E expendittires which occur at the outset of the invest-, 
ment phase. It also provides a programrnatic option that would make one crew module 
size serve needs for both the demonstration and investment phases of the program. 
In that event, only one module would be developed and funded to meet earlier dem- 
onstration phase objectives. This option would then avoid $3.8B (with wraparound 
factors) for developing another small crew module for the investment phase. 
It should be noted again that the crew module production costs are probably 
too low since they exclude the full benefits of high production learning. In addition, 
the range of crew modrlles costs cover an expenditure over 30 years with no dis- 
counting included. 
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R thc analysis ef the effects of a small HLLV on the SPS program dements, it was fwd 
that one of the most sigrSicant ef fects  wwld k -3 the launch and recovery site. This 
analysis was prepard to amplify the  basis of this assesanent and to show some 
alternative solutions. 
Qlatiation of tht Nmba of Launch --In TaMe 23-1, it was shown tha t  at year 12 
( w k n  20 SPSS are in orbit, per war) tha t  1471 mass-limited flights would be required. 
CYdtiply this by 1.05 to accwnt f a  non-optima! packaging and we s t  1595 flights per 
year. The pad time per veh ide  is 34 hours. This lea& to the  capability of each pad to 
uiaport 257 flights per year bssrtming 25 hours per dayf365 days per year operations). 
This results in a requirement for  6 launch pads fo r  t h e  mall HLLV. 
lam31 Pad Locations-Sf we assume t h a t  it will be e r r v i r m e n t a i l y  acceptable to laurch 
q.to 5 vehides per day every day of t h e  week at KSC, then we are given the reqrurement 
k, find space fa 6 HlLV launch pads. In Task 42101 1 I, we found tb t  for the small HLLV 
that the minimtan pad separation distance required is IBUO ft.  
We examined 2 possible amangemens of 6 HLLV launch pads at KSC that meet t h e  
8000 f t separation requirement, Figure 2.3- 16 shows an of f-shore arrangement similar to 
the  baseline o ~ ~ c e p t  f a the large HLLV. Figure 23- 17 shows an arrangement where t h e  
6 pack arc located on-shore. In this arrangement, 3 of t h e  HLLV pads will be at t h e  38C, 
390, and 39E pad locations (shewn to be in locations previously reserved for them). The 3 
additional HLLV pads are shown t o  be located at the 37, 40, and 41 pad locations. (It i s  
assumed that the current user of these pads will no longer be operational or t h a t  t h y  can 
be moved to other pad locations, In addition, pads 34, 20, and 19 will have to be 
d tmol i skd  tc? provide the  8000 f t dearance). 
Cost Analysis Higbtim-The cost estimates for the alternative launch ana recovery s i tes  
are sunmarized in . ible 2.3-4. The 5 alternative concepts a r e  described below: 
o LargcHLLV-Rell- 
o This is the reference concept for  the large HLLV, described in tk Reference 
System Description, WBS 1.3.7. 
o LargeHLLV-Piers 
o Thij concept substitutes a 200 f t  wide steel pier system in lieu of the  rock 
causeways. Brown and Root estimates this steel  pier arrangement t o  cost 
$50,000 per lineal foot. 
o Small H U V  Causeways 
o This arrangement of this concept is shown in Figure 2.3- 16. 
o The causeways are 100 f t  wi k and 50 f t  high. 
o The launctr pads are scaled ' *  be 35% a s  large a d  expensive as that  required 
for the large HLLV. 
o The HLLV Orbitar and Soosrer processing facilities were scaled down to the 
smaller vehide sizes and additional bays were provided as required. Scaling 
down the verticai clearance height and the strength required resulted in 
substantial cost savings. 
and lhtxwwy Sine Amnpmentat KSC:Can@pred fara %dl HLLV 
Fiwm 2.3- 17. On-Shm Arrangement of SPS Launch and .qecovery Site facilities 
et KSC Configured for a SmaiI HL L V 
5 5 
TARLE 2.3-4 
COST COOHPARISN OF ALTERNATlVE LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SITE COMCEPTS 
ELEMENT 
HLLV Launch Facilities 
o Causeways & Taxiways 
o Breakwater 
o Launch Pads 
o Equip/utilities/etc. 
Recovery Facilities 
o Landing Site 
o HLLVOrbiter Proc. Fac. 
o HLLV Booster Proc. Fac. 
o other facilities 
Fuel Fac~li ties 
Logistics Support 
Operations 
INVEST. TOTALS 
COST, $M 
LARGE HLLV SMALL NLLV 
REFERENCE PIERS CAUSeWAY PIERS .UIOIRE 
( 3222 ) ( 3345) ( 3828 1 ( 4828 (949) 
1727 1850 1950 2950 180 
673 673 1109 1109 I 
3 36 336 234 234 234 
486 486 535 535 335 
TBD TBD TBD TBD T8D 
(401 (40) (40) (40) (6)  
(78.3) (78.3) (156.6) (156.6) (156.6) 
0 S c A . l 1 ~ V P i a t  
0 This arrangement far this cxwracpt was idtntical to that dcsaibed aboulc. 
o fk only difference is t k t  100 f t  wide steel piers are used in lieu of the rock 
causeways. &own and Root estimated the cost to be $42,000 per lineal foot. 
0 ~ H U Y ~ S A # t  
o Tht arrmgement f a  this -pt was shown in Fiburn 23-1 7. 
o The ship and barge basin were eliminated. 
o The ~ ~ w n  orbittr and booster processing i d i t i e s  were also used kre. 
o The cost of the nw causeway was induded. 
~ ~ T K 3 N 5 - I t  is obvious that the so-called "on-shorem pad arrangement is 
substantidly cheaper than tht "off-shoren alternatives. These cost estimates were fairly 
awte, so it is suggeaed that a task be provided in future studies to derive more &tailed 
cast data. 
The environmental effects of a 24 hour per day, 7 day per week launch schedule cannot be 
ignored. A mom detailed study is required to define the maximum launch rate that could 
k tolerated a t  KSC. 
The mass and cast deltas associated with each of the 8 primary effect c h i  'ns are 
sunmarized in Table 2.3-5. It is evident that the smaller crew mdttles are the 
Q m i ~ t i n g  effect. 
PRIMARY EFFECT 
o 7.m SOLAR ARRAY 
BLANKETS 
o LEO Base 
o CEO Base 
0 SPS 
o SMALLER ION 
THRUSTER PANELS 
0 SPS 
o EOTV 
o LEO Base 
o CEO Base 
TABLE 23-12 
SUMMARY OF MASS AND COST DELTAS DUE TO PRIMARY 
EFFECTS OF A SMALL HLLV 
MASS COST 
Investment Reduction lnvest Production Oparations 
MT MT * $3ur w/YR COMMENTS 
+ 1,03 Addi tionzll deployment 
+It03 equipment md crew 
o Mostly Type A h a m  
revisions 
(more battens) 
o Negligible e f f e c t  
o Negligible e f f e c t  
o Negligible e f f e c t  
o Negligible cf  f ect 
PRIMARY EFFECT 
o MODULAR SLIP RING 
ASSEMBLY 
0 SPS 
o CEO Base 
o SMALLER AND MORE 
NUMEROUS CARGO 
PALLETS 
TABLE 23- 5 (~ontlnued) 
SUMMARY OF MASS AND COST DELTAS DUE TO PRMARY 
EFFECTS O F  A SMALL HLLV 
MASS COST 
Investment Production Invest Reduction Qpcrctiorrc 
MT MT QM $M w/YR CoMMeNTS 
o LEO Base t 52 
o CEO Base 
o EOTV 
t2.06 o Added suba~s;e:nbly 
and test/checkout U 
f acilit its, equipment, 
crew i YI 
V) 
t2.6 Primarily extra transporters 
and cargo tugs and associated 
t2.6 cre w 
o SMALLER. CREW MODULES 
o LEO Base + 596 +3026 t51.5 o 74 new crew members* 
o CEO Base + 1394 to 2405 t6785 to 12575 t80.6 o 116 new crew members* 
+Only half of these new crew members are in space-other half is on tile ground. 
PRIMARY EFFECT 
o MORE HLLV9S 
o HLLV's 
o Launch/Recovery Si te  
TABLE 2.3-5 (Continued) 
SUMMARY OF MAS5 AND COST DELTAS DUE TO PRIMARY 
EFFECTS OF A SMALL HLLV 
o OpsControl 
o LEO Base 
o SMALLER Oh' C4'fAL 
PASSENGER MODULE 
MASS COST 
Investnrent Production Invest Production Opdwationr 
MT MT $M $M $M/YR 
o On-shore launch pads 
decrease cast 
drematically 
bee Appendix 2-0) 
o Deltas can k eliminated 
by redesign 
o Deltas can be eliminated 
by redesign 
2 4  ESTINqTE OF DELTA UWIRON-AL EFFECTS 
'fht objective of this task was to assess the environmental effects of the smaller and mote 
nun- HLLV. These enviromental effects i ndud t  launch and reentry overpresswe 
(sonic boom), launch facility noise, launch pad explas im,  and effluent &position in tk 
upper atmospkre. 
These environmental effects have been assessed for  the baseline HLLV. The sonic boom, 
launch site wise, and launch pad explosion effects were reported in Reference 1. The 
effluent deposition effects were reported in Reference 2. The authors of t k  analyses 
(References 3, 4, 5 and 6) were asked to make judgments as to the delta environmental 
effects when comparing the  smaller HLLV to the baseline HLLV. This report presents the  
resuits d these assessments. 
The sonic boom characteristics for the smdi  HLLV during reentry are described below. 
The ascent sonic boom characteristics were nat assessed as the ascent trajectory for the 
small HLLV is substantially different than that f a  the large HLLV. As the ascent sonic 
b c m s  will occur over the ocean down-range from the launch site, i t  was judged that the 
ascent sonic overpressure characteristics do not need t o  be recomputed. 
SorricOvapressrvc Cakdat im-In Reference 1, the sonic overpressure of the SPS vehi- 
cles were ckmprted usi "the modified Witham equationm shown below: 
P = (.IZ",~., ( ~ ~ - 1 ) ~ ~ ~  (&) Kv 
where I\ P = Bow shock overpressure in psf 
PA = Atmotphere pressure at vehicle altitude in psf 
PG = Atmosphere pressure a t  ground level in psf 
h = Perpendicular distance from flight path in feet  
= Reflection factor (usually about 2.0) % = VehicleMachnumber 
= Vehicle diameter it = Vehicle length 
Kv = Vehicle volurne shape factor (.wS ~ ~ 5 . 8 7 )  ; assumed to  be 0.8 
For our purposes in the analysis of the srndl HLLV, t h e  only f a q w  that will be different 
from those used for the large winged HLLV analysis is the dl1 factor. It was judged 
(Reference 3) that the  under flight track overpressures for the small HLLV could be 
scaled from the large HLLV data. 
Scale factor - ( d l ~ l l ~ )  Small HLLV 
- (dlt1/4) Large HLLV 
= 3665 (use 3 7 )  
Sorric Overpressure Patterns-The overpressure along the vehicle flight track predicted by 
the modified Witham equation is shown in Figure 2.4- I. These overpressures were used 
together with the data from program TEA-251 to determine sonic boom overpressure 
patterns lateral t o  the ground track, see Figures 2.4-2 and 2.4- 3. 
- F l m l w t k . # l  
Figurn 2.4-2. Small .HL L V Booster Reentry Sonic Boom Ompn?ssum 

The r t en t ry  sonic boom pressure signatures ( A P  vs t ime) at selected locations a r e  not 
scalable (Ref etmce 3). 
Effects oP the Sonic O v r r p n s u e s - I n  Reference 1, the  physical and behavioral ef fects  on 
humans of sonic overpressures and thc  strvctural damage effects  of sonic booms were 
enumerated. From this data, i t  was recommended that the maximum allowable 
overpressure of 2.0 psf outside of the  government reservation perimeter shall not be 
exceeded. 
* 
What this translates to for the small HLLV is that  the perimeter of the government 
reservation must be  at least 25nm from tk landing site on the line of approach (based on  
Figure 26-21 and at least  l h m  d 0 w ~ a n g e  (based on Figure 24-3)e The corresponding 
exdusion ranges fo r  t h e  large HLL'!'t ; ~ . e  27nm and 1 7 m  respectively. 
L a u d  Noise Calculatiai-In Reference I, the launch noise was predicted by a procedure 
tha t  utilizes t h e  basic jet noise generation influencing parameters (jet velocity, density , 
mass flow, temperature and nozzle area). The small HLLV uses 6/16 of the number of the 
e engines that  were used in t h e  original analysis, The scaling factor  is LO log 6/16 = 
r 2 6  d 4 p  For convenience, it was recommended (Reference 4) that  -5 d b  be used (8% 
predicti& are only accurate  to 0.5 db) to adjust the  data  plots found in Reference 1. 
Laurch Noise Data-The predicted launch Overall Sound Pressure Level (OASPL) contour 
map  for t h e  small HLLV is shown in Figure 2.4-4. The predicted Perceived Noise Level 
(PNL) contour is shown in Figure 2.4-5. These contour maps represent the  maximum noise 
emit ted by the launch vehicle at the  site. These noise predictions are limited t o  t h e  
s t a t i c  case where the  vehicle is considered t o  have no forward motion. 
As a measure of relative comparison, the building damage noise limit (as suggested on the  
basis of a l i terature survey) of 147 d b  OASPL is prescribed. For habitation, the  PNL 
levels should not exceed 108 db. 
Figure 2.4-6 shows the OASPL and PNL #vels for the  srnall HLLV as a function of radial 
distance along the  ground surface ( = 90 1. F.om extrapolation of this curve, it can be 
seen that  the  maximum OASPL level for building damage occurs at about 400 f t  (for the 
large HLLV, the corresponding location was 1000 ft). The PNL limit of 108 db takes place 
at 21,000 f t  (for t h e  large HLLV, the corresponding location was at 32,000 ft). 
Figures 2.4-7 through 2.4-9 present the  polar plot of the  predicted OASPL for 1000, 
10,000, and 100,000 f t  distances. The PNL predictions for the same distances are shown 
in Figures 2.4- 10 through 2.4- 12. Figures 2.4- 13 t o  2.4- 15 show the  sound spectrum along 
the ground plane for the  above distances. 
219 Explosive Hazard Due To The Propellant Combinations 
The explosive hazard of the propellant combinations used in the  small HLLV was 
estimated using the procedures used for t h e  large HLLV, see Reference 1. To adjust t h e  
da ta  from this reference i t  was necessary t o  define the  scaling factor  shown below 
(Reference 6): 
Small HLLV 
Booster: 6 LO2 + LCH4 = 4.823xiO Ib x .2 = 964,600 Ib of TNT equivalent 
6 Second Stage: LO2 + LH2 = 2 .491~  1b x .6 = 1,494,600 ib. of TNT equivalent 
2 , 4 5 9 ~ 1 0 ~  Ib. of TNT equivalent 
Fipun 2-44. sPS Predicnd Onnl l  Sound 
prauurs Levels-OASPLd8 
Figurn 2.45. SPS Pndkad Perceid 
Noise LewIo-FNLdB 





Factor 
Large HLLV 
TNT equivalent 
The predicted overpressures from an on-pad explosion of the small HLLV are shown in 
Figure 2.4-1 6. Usi~g the same 0.75 psi overpressure limitation a% was used for t h e  large 
HLLV, the minimum pad separation distance for the small HLLV bcclomes 1 . 3 2 ~ 1  
(llOOOft). The cotmqxmding pad separation distance fo r  t h e  large HLLV was 2nm 
( 12,1% f t). 
In Reference 2, t h e  &position of H2 and H 0 in to  t h e  upper atmosphere by the large 
HLLV's wrwd. The axresponding ehectr tor the smaller HLLV *-as m i m a t e d  
from this data (R&ereme 5). 
F a  t h e  large HLLV, there were approximatelv 8 flights per week. For the srnailer HLLV, 
the re  will be 35 flights per week (for the c~,-responding year of SPS construction). There 
will, therefore, be 3518 = 4.38 rimes as manv ":?hts per week. 
The tecond stage propellant mass for  t% l u g e  HLLV was 5.1x:06 kg. For t h e  small 
HLLV, t h e  corresponding mass is 1.13xIO kg. Therefore, eac! of tk small HLLY's will 
inject 51% as much of t h e  effluent as the large HLLV. 
T k  net effect will be 1.73 times 2s much effluent injected into the  upper atmosphere 
each week by t h e  small HLLV when compared to t h e  large HLLV. However, this may not 
be as bad as it may seem. 
The density of effl?rents for each of the smaller HLLV's will be approximately half of that 
f o r  the larger HLLV's. Furthermore, these effluents will be spread along a smaller 
diameter line source for each vehicie flight. The speed of diffusion will, therefore, be 
decreased due to t h e  more rapidly decreasing concentration gradients. This will allow 
more t ime  for favorable chemical reactions to occur before the  effluents difLuse to the  
ionosphere. 
As with the previous analysis (in Reference 2), the provision must be ma& tha t  these 
predictions are very preliminary in nature in tha t  some very important simpiif ying 
assumptions have been made to aliow the  analysis to be done. Mwe detailed analyse 
should be done as there  may be some subtle ef fects  tha t  may either harm or help t h e  
effluent probiem . 
In this report, we have presented the results of a comparative assessment of the 
environmental e f fec t s  of t he  sma!l HLLV versus those of the baseline large HLLV. 
T k  series-burn s tack height is commensurate wit9 that  of Saturn V, i n d i c a t i ~ g  that  
present facilities can be w e d  in the de~e lapr~ ien ta l  phase. The operational, high-launch- 
rate,  ground handing system will probably move the empty vehicles on their own landing 
gear, m a t e  in the horizontal position a t  the  launch pad, and use a strong-back tilt-up 
launcher. 
f+e 2-4-16. Mknd  ilwqmmwres fmtn On-Prd 
ExphrriM / M I  HLL VI 
Sadc Eoan-Tb mxmd stage =hide reentry will be the source of the  most rewe sonic 
boom at the fatinch and recovery site. The recommended sonic boom overpressure at the 
bmmdary ad tk government reservation is 2 0  psf. Figure 2.4-17 shows that this 20  psf 
boundary f a  the small HLLV is somewhat less than that requited for tht large HLLV. 
Laurch Noirt ad Mast-fht l a d  noise leveIs for the  mall HLLV will be substantially 
lcss than that  fo r  the large HLLV. Figure 24-18 shows that adjacent structures c;an be 
60% dascr to tk smaU HLLV launch pads w k n  noise level structural damage is  
asidwed.  Figure 2 4 -  19 strows the minimum pad separation required based on an on- pad 
explosion. thc pack can be over QOOO f t  doer together than was required for the large 
HLLV. This figure atso shows that the minimum distance to habitable areas can be 12000 
f t  dose, based on human noise expame limitations. 
Upper A- Effitmts-The smaI1 HLLV will depotsit 1.71 times as much effluent 
into the atmosphere per week as the large HLLV. However, this increase may be 
substant idy offset by a slower rate of diffusion that will allow tk effluents to be 
chcmicdiy decomposed into non-harmful constituents. 
F m  2.4- 17. M;nhum Distance fran a Launch Psd to Admt-Structures 
Bwed on Noise L e d  Criteria 
F i ~ m  2.4- 19. M i n h m  Distance from Launch Pad to Adjacent Habitable A m  
and to Adjacent Launch Pais 
I t  was estimated that the small HLLV would inherit sevctal subsystems and technologies 
that d d  be used with suitable modifications. The principai ones are t h e  following: 
FROM SHUTTLE 
o ORBITER MAIN ENGINES 
o THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
o AVK)NfCS & POWER 
o CREWSYSTEMS 
o REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM 
FROM OTV 
o O R B K  MANEUVER ENCINES 
FROM MLITARY OR COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT 
o BOOSTER FLYBACK ENGINES 
Cost estimating factors are summarized in  Table 2.5-1. The top  part of the  table 
indicates t k  DDTdtE costs. fhe center part shows the commonality credits from the 
shuttle and OTV, and the  bottom s m m a r i z e s  $tie t k i x e t i c a l  f i rs t  unit costs and  learning 
slopes for vehicle production. 
The development costs figures from the  Table 2.5-1 are shown in pie chart fashion in 
Figure 25-1. Note tha t  totals are also indicated. The relatively small main engine 
contribution for the  orbiter results from the  assumption tha t  the  space shutt le main 
engine is to be used essentially as is. 
The principal contributors to cost per flight are enumerated in  Table 2.5-2. 
The scenario indicated a nominal launch r a t e  of 1500 flights per year. The program 
average cost per flight is shown in pie chart  fashion in Figure 2.5-2. As was t rue  for the 
reference HLLV, flight hardware for amortization of vehicles and spares and maintenance 
dominates the total. Ground system and operations indude those people directly involved 
in vehicle turnaround operations. Si te  manpower and p r a g r m  support are indirect people 
chrrrgeabie t o  launch operations. Tooling sustaining reflects a 10% a year figure based on 
ini:ial tooling costs. Finally, propellants were costed as they were costed far t h e  
reference HLLV. 
The delta costs between t h e  small HLLV and the  large re fe rmce  system a r e  summarized 
in  Table 25-3 page. Satellite design changes resulted ir, increased costs for t h e  space 
construction systems that  were reflected as nonrecurring invesment costs in hardware. 
The necessity to use smaller crew modules results in a DDTdcE savings, but an investment 
increase from the need to buy more of the  smaller modules. Transportation includes 
direct  DDTdcE savings on t h e  smaller launch vehicle, savings resulting from less complex 
facilities and increase in the fleet  investment and in the  HLLV factory and savings 
resulting from jess development activity on shuttle de r iv~r ives  as a result of having the  
small heavy lift launch vehicle. I t  may be noted that  the  large increase in HLLV factory 
and tooling costs probably, in part, reflects an underestimate in iooling for  t h e  large 
HLLV. The cost model has been updated since the . ipinal figures were developed and 
now reflect higher tooling costs. In the  recurring column, results indude  the  cost of SPS 
hardware under SPS, the cost of transporting the  additional SPS mass under Transporta- 
tion, and the cost of construction operation in the  third column. Recurring cost for the  
Fiwm 2.6 1. Small HL L V .%wlopment Cost 
SITE fWPWER 
1599 
R I r n  PER EM 
~ T K I  r t a x  
F i#ure 2.5-2. Small HL L V Cost per Flrjpht 
rnw 
FACILITIES IWVESTIU17 
FlEEl IANESlEMT 
H U V  FACTORY 
LESS SHUnlE m 
m T u  
IliCLUlYS CREDIT FROM OEmYitlRATIOW W E  
16.3 730.4 141.42 
TOTAL - 887 4& 
TOOLIN6 UBDERESTIMTED FOR IARSE WV? 
small HLLV is higher than for the large one, but the small HLLV also accomplishes crew 
rotation from Earth to low Earth orbit, resulting in a savings. The net recurring result is 887 
miiliorrs per year, about 440 millions per SPS, or roughly 3% increase per SPS. 
2 6  O O N C L U S ~ ~ M ~  
e 
Ir: summary, the small HLLV has positive features and some nep t ive  features. Table 2.6-1 
sunmarizes these positive and negative features. In general, the positive features outweigh 
the negative features and it is recommended that the small HLLV be adopted as an SPS 
reference system. 
o LESS MWIEWRRIL U T :  MIRE UmOWIIIlTY WITH SlMTlE 
o REDUCED WISE r SONIC OVERPIEWE 
o LESS FACILITIES COST: OFFSHORE PADS IKtT HEEDED 
o SIZE APPROPRIATE Kt8 ALTERNATIVE HlSSIOI(S 
o CREU AS m AS LS ~ I V E R Y  
NEGATIVE 
o SLIGHTLY HIGHER RECURRIS COST 
6RLAER W W E R  OF COWSTRUCTtOll CREW 
llDRE PROPELUNT COWSWED 
Figure 2.6- 1. Small HL L V Net Effects 
XO WrnLE-DERIVED SPS TRANSPORTATION 
The goal of the  shuttle- derive^ SPS transportation system concept was t o  minimize 
transportation development cost. The question related to this goal was determination of 
tk recurring cost  for SPS production if this transportation system were adopted. 
The concept involves use of shutt le orbiters and external tanks both for Earth-to-orbit and 
for orbit-to-orbit transportation. In order to  reduce costs and increase performance, a 
new booster is t o  be designed and developed. This concept was developed by Jim 
Akkerman of t h e  Johnson Space Center. An initial configuration w3s provided as a part of 
the Phase II1 task statements. The configuration had certain knowc problems. F i n t  of 
all, very l i t t le  volume was available for  SPS hardware payloads. These hardware payloads 
are relatively low in density and require a large-volume payload bay t o  achieve efficient 
transportation operations. Further, the  original concept included a redesign of t h e  
satellite, fairly complex construction operations, and raised certain questions as t o  
whether t h e  large sectic IS of satellite built at low Earth orbit could be transported t o  
CEO. Thirdly, accommodations for crew delivery fw LEG t o  CEO were not provided. 
Finally, the system included a ballistic booster. Earlier studies of ballistic versus winged 
boosters had indicated that  winged systems would provide lower transportation costs due 
t o  more r a p ~ d  turnaround. 
A revised configuration was developed tha t  included a redesign of the external tank and 
the  use of a flyback booster. It had also been suggested tha t  t h e  orbiter be redesigned t o  
provide increased payload accommodations. This, however, a,?eared t o  be in conflict 
with the desired objective of minimizing devel ent  costs. If one were t o  redesign t h e  
orbiter and provide a new booster, one wo n effect ,  have a small heavylift launc: 
vehicle. (That option was reported in the pre # s section of this report). 
Figure 3.1-1 shows the principal features of the modified system, Cargo space is provided 
in the  external tank. The shuttle cargo bay provides sufficient volume for personnel 
accommodation. The flyback booster and interstage structure provide for launch of the 
shuttle and external tank t o  the proper staging conditions. 
Cargo is launched to  low Earth orbit with the configuration illustrated. Some of t h e  
external tanks wirh cargo space are  to  be used for orbit-to-orbit transportation. These 
a r e  provided with better thermal insulation for roughly a week's stay t ime in low Earth 
orbit. Additional launches with relatively conventional external tanks brin;; propellant t o  
low Earth orbit t o  fill the orbit transfer ET systems. The relatively high performance of 
the large flyback booster allows the system to  arrive in orbit with substantial propellant 
remaining in the external tank. This is then transferred t o  t k  orbit transfer ETts until 
they a re  fully loaded with propellant. 
In order t o  provide an adequate muss fraction for orbit transfer and allow the shuttle 
orbiter to  go along as a propulsion system and crew transfer s y s t e ~ ,  several external 
tanks a r e  docked together end-to-end t o  provide a very large orbit transfer system with 
great  propellan: mass. 
The prir~cipal featurs of the  Q i s c d  are  tabulated in Table 3.1-1. Note tha t  three 
types of external tanks a re  r9.quired. cargo for launch from Earth t o  orbit is housed 
internall; t o  the external tank For orbit transfer, this is not necessary and 
wrni USO BAY FOR 
- AmLO C A S O  OR PERSOWWE1 
c m  SPACE 
Figurn 3.1- 1. Modified Shuttle SPS Transpurration System 
Orgo Launch Configurai'ioq 
Table 3.1- 1. Featurn of Revised System 
o CAR60 SPACi I N  El ALLOWS DELIVERY OF 
CARGO TO CEO t ALL CONSTRUCTION AT CEO. 
o MEOUATE V N M  CAN BE PROVIDED. 
o ORBITER BAY AVAILABLE FOk PERSMNEL 
o THREE ET VERSIONS 
(1) 'REGUIAR' - PROPELLANT DELIVERY TO LEO - 
MODIFIED ONLY FOR PROPELLANT 
ACQUISITION  NU TRANSFER 
(2) CARGO TO LEO - CARGO BAY ADDED 
(3) LEO-GEO 
0 CARGO RAY 
o F L M R  PETAL NOSE 
o B E n E R  I N S b d T I O N  
cargo brought to Earth or&t by those extenral t a n k  not configured for orbit transfer will 
be st& externally to the orbit transfer E n  for the orbit t r a n s f ~ .  
A number of questions were raised as to how to configure this system for minimum cost. 
The three principal variables are the boost- size and attendant staging velocity, booster 
riyback optimization, and the number of external tanks to be provided for each transfer 
ight. Crew accommodations in the orbiter were a secondary question. 
ILI wckr to cmckt tk optimization analysis, the ISAIAH 5ystems Modding Software 
?fitem was employed. The lSAIAH software, in effect, allows one t o  very quickly develop 
a pmplter program to analyze a complex systems model by standardizing those things 
that normally caw most of the difficdty in developing computer models, Table 3.2- 1 
summarizes the f e a t m s  of this system. 
Ik UAlAH System operates with the computer network at the b e i n g  Kent Space 
Center. The system is accessible through remote terminals and all card image fiies are 
maintained on disk files to avoid card deck handling, T'he software rurs on a large IBM 
mainframe and plot files a re  transmitted to the interactive computer graphics facility for 
rapid plotting of results. Figure 3.2- 1 illustrates the computer network. 
The systems model is summarized in Figures 3-2-2 and 3.2-3. The segment of the m a 1  
shown in Figure 3.2-2 includes the booster flyback optimization with principal variables 
being the booster wing area, dry inerts, and the booster propellant load and staging 
velocity. The iterations implied in the network a re  handed automatically with the Isaiah 
software. 
T k  analysis of the upper stages is diagramed in Figure 3.2-3. As the ideal staging 
veloaty increases, the upper stage injected mass increases thus increasing the cargo mass 
and the propellant deliverable. However, as the ideal staging velocity increases, larger 
and larger boosters are required so one would expect a minimum cost point. 
The next several figures shown modeling inputs that were incorporated into the model as 
lookup tables. The estimated relationship of booster wing mass t o  the booster mass and 
booster-wing area is shown in Figure 3.2-4. This is a key relationship for establishing the 
flyback optimization. 
The staging relative path angle decreases with increasing staging velocity as shown in 
Figure 3.2-I; the path angle is important in establishing flyback range, 
Shorn in Figure 3.2-6 is the relationship of relative staging velocity t o  ideal staging 
velocity. 
The flyback range is composed of two principal components: the range at s tagingmd the 
coast range after staging. Shown in Figure 3.2-7 is the range at staging as a function of 
ideal staging velocity. On the next Figure (3.2-81, the coast flyback range as  a function 
of path angle and inertial staging velocity are  shown. 
The booster theoretical first unit cost is modeled as  dependent upon the booster wet inert 
weights (booster inerts inducting residuaf ascent propellants but not including flyback 
propellant ). The model included I earning curve relationships to  allow the booster average 
unit cost to  be computed from the theoretical first unit cost. The TFU is shown in Figure 
3.2-9. 
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ET costs were computed based on t h e  theoretical f irst  unit for  t h e  basic ET and on a delta 
theoretical first unit for the  additional mass of payload bay which in turn depends upon 
the payload deliverable per flight. The del ta  TFU is shown in Figure 3.2- LO. 
The propellant transfwrable is  dependent upon the propellant remaining at staging. For 
relatively low values of propellant remaining, very l i t t le  propellant is transfertable since 
mast of it will be vaporized by the  tank vapor residuals and the  tank wall mass. The 
model r e l a t i o ~ h i p  is shown in Figure 3.2- 1 1. 
The next several figures summarize results. 
The first M of the  model examined the importance of booster wing area. Wing area was 
found not to be a very important parameter as shown in Figure 3.2- 13. 
Large wing areas  actually reduce booster s t a r t  flyback inerts as the improvement of LID 
is more important than the increase in wing mass. This is shown in Figure 3.2- 12. 
The orbit transfer propellant-to-cargo is the  kilograms of propellant per kg of orbit 
transfer cargo. it improves with greater numbers of ET's but degrades with larger 
boosters because the  ET mass grows with increased cargo capacity. The trend is shown in 
Figure 3.2- 14. Figure 3.2-1 5 shows the variation in annual numbers of orbit transfer 
flights. Figure 3.2-16 shows the variation in orbiter personnel capacity for orbit transfer; 
as expected, the trend is opposite t o  t h e  numbers of flights. 
Figure 3.2-17 shows the  annual number of propellant launches. This is driven by the  
propellant transferable and is a primary cost driver. 
Displayed in Figure 3.2-18 is the  total annual cost for construction of two SPS's per year 
as a function of booster propellant load and number of ET1s per orbit transfer. I t  is 
evident t h a t  large boosters are important and that  using at least  six ET's per orbit 
transfer is desirable. 
The same results a r e  displayed in Figure 3.2-19 in terms of cost per kilogram. 
The previous case was rerun for larger booster propellant loads showing some a d d i t i o ~ a l  
reduction in total annual cost up to 6,000 ton W s t e r s  as illustrated in Figure 3.2-20. The 
total  annual cost here is about twice tha t  for  the  small HLLV whereas the  booster size is 
approaching the  booster for the  large HLLV which had a propellant load of a k u t  7,000 
metr ic  tons. 
A number of developmental requirements a r e  necessar-y in order t o  implement the shutt le 
derived system. These are  summarized in Table 3.3-1. Several changes t o  the external 
tank are required and orbiter crew accommodations of up t o  30-40 crew a r e  needed for 
the orbit transfer. These crew accommodations can be provided in the payload bay. A 
new large booster is required and the orbiter/external tank flight operations technology 
involved in transferring propellant and flying LEO t o  GEO orbit transfers must also be 
developed. 
The most significant results relate t o  cost. The recurring cost for the  shuttle-derived 
system is estimated as about twice that  of the small heavy l if t  launch vehicle and the  
DDT&E, including the large booster and the ET mods is estimated at 60 t o  70 pcrcer,t of 
t h e  small heavy lift launch vehicle. The shuttle derived system optimizes with payload t o  
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Table 3.3- 1. Svttle-Derived Development Requirements 
h w 1 V  
ET CAR60 BAY (CARGO ET'S ONLY) 
n IMPROVED INSULATION (ORBIT TRANSFER ~ 1 ' s )  
E l  DOCKING (ORBIT TRANSFER ET'S) 
ET PROPELMT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
(PROPELLANT ET 'S AND 
ORBIT TRANSFER ET'S) 
ORBlTER CREW ACCOFVlODATIONS 30 TC 4 0  
I l l 3  BOOSTER 5000 TO 6 0 0 0  TONIIES GROSS BOOSTEh M S S  
ORBITEWET FLIGHT OPERATIONS 
orbit pcr flight in the range of 300 t o m s .  This payload capacity is too large for many 
other applications, a criticism also directed at the large SPS reference heavy lift  launch 
vehide. 
It is recommended that the small heavy lift launtil vehide be selected as the SPS 
referen- system. T ta t  small vehide was described in the previous report section. The 
shuttle derived concept, however, should be retained as an option fctr further considera- 
tion and reexamined in light of shuttle operating experience after a few shuttle flights 
have km accomplished. 
4.0 ELECTRK ORBn TRANSFER VEHICLE CEOfV) ANALYSES 
Tte  electric orbit traqsfer vehicle analysis conducted sensitivity studies relative to the  
reference EOTV system. The principal subjects of investigation were thermal effects  in 
low Earth orbits and the  sensitivity of the  vehicle system &sign to t h e  success of sdar 
array a ~ e a l i n g  technology. 
4.2 NERYU EFFECTS 
T k  original analyses of the  e lect r ic  orbit transfer veh ide  presumed tha t  the  solar array 
output would be equivalent to tha t  expected at geosynchronous orbit without significant 
thermal radiation effects  due to the proximity of the  Earth. Much of the orbit transfer 
propulsion operations, however, take  place near  the  Earth where reflected sdar radiation 
and infrared radiation from the Earth raise the so;-. array temperature from t h e  
g e a r y n c h r m u s  orbit value of 4 0 ' ~  to as much as 70 C. The result is a reduction in  
output from the  solar array. Silicon solar cells have a temperature coefficient of 
approximately 0.4% per degree C. Thus, a 2 0 ' ~  increase in temperature reduces the  
output by about 8%. 
Unlike power supplies fa r  satellites where the supply output must always exceed the 
demand from the satellite, an  electric orbit transfer vehide  may be designed to utilize 
whatever power output i s  available from the  array. Consequently, in order to investigate 
the significance of thermal effects, i t  was necessary t o  develop a simulation which 
determined the output of the array as a function of orbit geometry and then applied this 
output to thrust generation to simulate the orbit transfer r~iss ion with thermal effects. In 
order to & this, thermal a a l y s e s  were conducted to predict s l a r  array temperature as a 
function of orbit altitude and aspect angle. Results of these simclations are presented in 
Figure 4.2-1. These results were incorporated into a table look-up that  was made a part 
of t h e  orbit transfer simulation routine. The orbit transfer simulation was then used to 
predict orbit transfer performance with thermal effects included. 
A second concern is the question of start-up t ime for the  electric thrusters. Once the 
EOTV enlerges from the  Earth's shadow, the  solar array temperature must stabilize and 
the electric thrusters must be started before electric propulsion for raising of t h e  orbit 
can commence. Estimates of the t ime required t o  s tar t  electric thrusters span a wide 
range. The most reasonable estimates appear t o  be a t ime delay of approximately 10 
minutes. This is also consistent with the  t ime required t o  stabilize the  solar array 
temperature a f t e r  emergence from shadow. Therefore, a t ime delay of i O  minutes was 
examined in the orbit transfer simulations to  ascertain sensitivity of orbit transfer 
performance to time delay. Figure 4.2-2 compares the  o r t  i t transfer performance with rm 
t ime  &lay or thermal effects t o  performance with thermal effects  only, and to 
performance with thermal and t ime delay effects. 
The range of solar array temperatures results from changes in orbit aspect. Every 400th 
integration s tep  is plotted; roughly every five revolutions of t h e  Earth. For this reason 
the temperature data look like a random sampliag. Darkside temperatures were not 
included in the table lookup as the  electric thrust is "shut off" on the dark side by a n  
occultation subroutine included in the  simulation. 
Chemical thrusters a re  used in the dark side t o  maintain at t i tude control. The thrust is 
just sufficient t o  counter gravity gradients; the orbit is not raised by the chemical 
thrusting. This non-impulse propellant flow reduces the  effective specific impulse of t h e  
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t r e f e r .  As the orbit altitude incteases, the cumulative average specific impulse 
inctcases because shadowing and gravity gradients both decrease. 
Thermal effects slightly increase the iranrfer time and slightly decrease speufic  impulse 
(the latter because the &livered electric impulse is slQhtly decreased while tk chemical 
is not). 
The ten-minute time &lay is much more significant as may be seen from the figure. In 
this case, the chemical in;priise &livered is increased at tk sane time the electric is 
deacased. 
These &gradation effects may be expressed in terms of a cimection factor that corrects 
the trip time perfonnane of the system for reduced output due to thennal effects and 
i m a s e d  trip t ime clre to start-up delay effects. The estimated Isp correction factor 
derived frcun these results was 4785 (The actual Isp is a715 of the electric Isp 
amsidering t k m a l  and t ime delay effects). Similarly, the actual trip t ime is extended 
about 35% fnwn the idealized, u n o c d t e d  case. The systems analysis results employed 
correction factors representing the combined effects of t k m a l  and t ime cklay. 
Further speculation has k e n  directed t o  the question of disruption or alteration of the 
Earth's magnetosphere by the high-power electric propulsion plumes. It is not presently 
known if this is a significant problem. If i t  is, substantial mitigation of the problem 
should be available through use of hydrogen in place of argon as an electric propulsion 
propellant and use of either arc jet or magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters rather than 
ion thrusters. The reasons are that hydrogen, unlike argor., is quite plentiful in the  
magnetasphere and f u r t k r ,  that the a rc  jet or MPD thrusters will produce a plasma 
relatively little ionized compared to  that expelled by argon ion engines. MPD thrusters 
are expected t o  exhibit somewha: better efficiency at low specific impulse and poorer 
efficiency at high specific impulse compared t o  ion thrusters. Figure 4.3- 1 shows a 
projectim ctf MPD thruster performance. It may be compared with tk ion engine 
thruster perf ormace estimate shown in Figure 4.4-6. 
Systems analysis of the electric orbit transfer vehide was conducted employing the 
ISAIAH compu:zr program routine for operation of a n  EOTV systems model. The 
performance segment of the modei was based or! the generalized trip time equation 
discussed in Appendix A. This trip time equation allows analysis of orbit transfer, 
performance, mass, and cost based on dosed form expressions employing iteration of 
electric orbit transfer vehide mass properties. 
The most important part of the simulation is the transfer performance simulation. This is 
diagrammed in Figure 4.4-1. The critical part of :his computation network is the 
determination of required jet power. The one-way mass ratio is computed from the 
electric specific impulse, a specific impulse degradation factor determined by 6' of 
freedom orbit transier simulations that indudes chemical attitude control in Earth's 
shadow, and the one-way delta v. The electric propulsion power system is sized for the 
available electric power at the beginning of the up trip. During the up trip, the available 
electric power will be degraded as a result of passage of the vehicle through the Van Allen 
radiation belts. Consequently, the trip time expression is divided into an expression 

figure 4.4- 1: E O N  M m n c e  Modd 
r d a w  that portion of the trip time that occurs prior to degradation and a second portion 
that relates trip time substplent to thc radiation degradation effects. These segments of 
the trip time expression are incorporated in a mass ratio function. 
A second important function is a power fwtction dependent upon tht required up trip time, 
tk time factors related to occulatation and thermal effects, and the electric specific 
impulse and its degradation factor. The power function and the mass ratio function are 
multiplied together with the electric orbit transfer vehide mass, arriving at g e o s y n c h m  
ms orbit in order t o  determine the required jet power. This required jet power specifies 
the power required for the nth trip, (the first trip, the second trip, fifth trip, of 
whatever). Tht vehide design jet power is based on the first trip. Corwquently, i t  is 
related to required jet power through a power ratio derived from prior exposure to 
radiation Qgradatia~ and whatever annealing assumptions way be employed. The &sign 
jet power is also translated to design electric power based on thruster and power 
processor efficiency which in turn is based on the electric specific impulse. The *sign 
electric power determines the mass of all elements of the electric propulsion system 
except the solar array. The solar array itself is &signed t o  provide an ini t ia  tx array 
&sign power that is based on m degradation, thus i t  is larger than the &sign electric 
p e r  by an additional de,.radation power ratio. The array design power Qtermincs tk 
array area and the latter then determines the array mass through inmporation of the 
array mass per unit area, in turn a function of cover glass thickness. These mass 
estimatiirg factors allow determination of the total EOTV m a s  which is then fed to 
calculation of the mass arriving at geosynchronous orbit which in turn is fed back to the 
required jet power. The iterations implied in this network are handled automatically by 
tk ISAIAH methodology . 
Several of the input interrelationships were provided in the form of tables. These are 
displayed in Figure 4.4-2 through 4.4-10. 
4.5 MASS AND COST ESTJMATES 
The EOTV mass is calculated from high-level mass estimating factors relating the solar 
array mass, the power processor mass, thruster mass, and auxiliary propulsion masses t o  
array and design electric powers respectively. These masses are then apportioned to  
lower level mass estimates as described in Figure 4.5-1. Cost estimating includes 
consideration of investment cost, HLLV lift cost, and EOTV amortization and trip time 
costs as diagrammed in Figure 4.5-2. 
Four cases were investigated. The first is the reference EOTV case with 75 micron cover 
glasses, argon ion thrusters with solar array annealing. The cost per kilogram results for 
this case are illustrated in Figure 4.5-3. The second case examined was the same systern 
without solar array annealing. Array degradation is so rapid that one may expect no mare 
than 3 trips. The system cost with 3 trips was hand calculated as about 801kg. 
Increasing caber glass thickness allows substantially more trips (up to  10). The fluencrr for 
180 day trip as a function of cover glass thickness was presented in Figure 4.4-2. The 
resulting cost effects are presented in Figure 4.5-4. This dearly shows that t'licker 
coverglasses are preferable to  short life. 
Figure 4.5-5 shows the expected cost effects of the use of the MPD thrusters with an 
otherwise reference system. Figures 4.5-6 and -7 compare the cost effects on the 
thick-cover argon ion system and the MPD system of the thermal and time delay effects 
predicted from the orbit transfer simulation analysis. 
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Finally, Figwe 4.5-8 is a bar chart cmparing costs of the various systems investigated to 
a chemical arbit transfer vehide system atst, all !xsed cn tk same HLLV launch cost 
estimates. Results of Figure 4-5-8 were taken for trip times near 180 days, Longer trips 
arc somewhat more cost-effective for the penalized E O N  cases as was shown on thc 
earlier charts. 
Additional data and plots f ram these studies are included in Appendix B. 
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No m w  techndogy was &velopd as a resuit of this study. Three transportation 
t e c h d o g y  recommendations were developed: 
1. Hydrogen MPD arc jets appear to be viable as a backup propulsion mode fof d e c t r i c  
arbit transfer vehides, should argon ion engines prove to be environmentally 
detrimental. This codusion is based on forecasts of MPD p r f m a n c e  developed 
by Princeton and JPL, with duty cycle assumptions d t r d o p d  by being.  EOTV 
costs are sensitive to specific impulse and efficiency. For tk hydrogen MPD 
thruster to be a viabie backup i t  nee& an Isp of at least 5000 seconds and an 
eff i c i q  of at least 50%. (Present projections exceed these targets). Furtkanee 
of MPD techno1ogy to provide a more m e t e  assessment of capabilities is strongly 
m m c n d e d .  
2. T k  EOTV was found to be very sensitive to electric propulsion star t  &lays, A ten- 
minute delay (after leaving Earth's sha&w) ina-eases LEO-to CEO costs almost 
10%. Accordingly, research lecding to minimal propulsion startup times is strongly 
recommended. 
3. Furtkr research on solar celi radiation degradation and annealing should be given 
high priority. 
1. The s tu t t l e  derived transportation system was found to be of sufficient interest to 
be retained as an option fo r  further consideratioa. Its launch-to-orbit cost 
performance appmadm that of a more conventional HLLV, but only at large 
payload capabilities exceeding 250 tonnes. The orbit-to-orbit cost performance is 
significantly less than that fa r  the EOTY. 
2. A %malln heavy l i f t  Launch vehicle was found to be highly a t t ract ive  for SPS 
tfansportation, Significant nonrecurring cost  advantages are obtained with only 
minor recurring atst penalties. The specific vehicle analyzed has about the right 
characteristics 
Payload Bay Volume 22 x I I meters cross-section 
15 meters long 
Lift Capability 12S0tonnes t o  500 krn 
30 orbit 
Liftoff Mass 4000 tonnes 
This vehick is compared with others in Figure 6-1. 
3. The eiectric orbit transfer vehicle is a viable option without annealing. If annealing 
cannot be developed, significantiy more shielding (150 microns to 20G microns 
coverglass) should be used t o  increase array lifetime. Thermal effects  in low Earth 
orbit are not very important; the effects of electric thrust start delays a r e  more 
significant. A ten-minute s t a r t  delay leads to about a iO% cost penalty. 
4. Hydrogen XPD arcjets can be used if argon ion engines p:ove unsuited for  EOTV use 
because of magnetosphere effects. With present estimates of MPT: performance, 
the  ion option provides about 10% better  cost performance. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The small HLLV should be adopted as the  SPS re fe re lce  launch vehicle. 
2. A study should be performed t o  assess applicability of this small HLLV t o  al ternate 
missions in the  p t - 1 9 9 0  period. The study should a t t empt  t o  develop an evolution 
strategy f a r  national heavy-lif t transportation capability, including interim systems 
employing shutt le elements as well as shutt le improvements. 
3. The shuttle-derived transportation option should be retained a s  a backup and 
examined further a f t e r  initial shuttle flight experience is obtained. 
4. The electric orbit transfer vehicle (E9TV) should be retained as the reference orbir- 
to-orbit cargo system. Three technology efforts  were identified: 
a. Hydrogen MPD arcjets 
b. Rapid s tar tup of electric propulsion 
c. Additional research cn  solar array radiation degradation and annealing 
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APPENDIX A 
ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEMS ANALYSZS 
USING THE TRIP TIME EQUATION 
Presently contemplated appl icat ions of e l e c t r i c  propulsion inc lude 
planetary and comet missions and Earth o r b i t a l  missions. Analysis o f  the 
former i s  complicated by the  f a c t  t h a t  mission d e l t a  V and t r i p  time are 
interre lated;  t ra jec to r ies  must be found and optimized by numerical i ntegra- 
t ion.  The mission de l ta  V for  Earth o r b i t  missions, however, i s  essen t ia l l y  
independent o f  t r i p  time. Analyses t h a t  are good approximations (w i th in  a 
few percent) are possible using closed-form equations. 
Delta V 
The mission de l ta  V f o r  coplanar c i r c u l a r  o r b i t  t ransfers, e-g., 
LEO t o  GEO, i s  well-approximated by the Tsieu formula. This states t h a t  
the low-thrust de l ta  V t o  change d rb i t s  i s  j u s t  the d i f ference i n  o r b i t  
velocC t i e s .  Example: the o r b i t a l  ve loc i t y  a t  500 km a1 ti tude i s  7613 m/s. 
The ve loc i t y  a t  GEO i s  3075 m/s. Hence the low-thrust d e l t a  V i s  4538 m/s 
I f  a plane change i s  required (as i s  usual) the d e l t a  V ca lcu la t ion  
i s  no longer so simple. An opt imizat ion i s  required, because th rus t  can be 
used t o  change plane and a1 ti tude a t  the same time. 
Retaining the c i r c u l a r  o r b i t  approximation o f  Tsieu, one can perform 
an e x p l i c ~ t  double in tegra l  t o  get de l ta  V to  change plane and a l t i t ude .  
An optimal law for  plane and a l t i t u d e  change y ie lds  about 5850 m/s f o r  
o r b i t  t rans fer  from 30°, 500 km t o  geosynchronous o rb i t .  6000 m/s was used 
for t h i  s analysis. 
T r i p  Time Equation 
With the de l ta  V f o r  a given mission specif ied, a very simple equation 
can be derived t o  characterize the e l e c t r i c  o r b i t  t ransfer  vehicle. I t  i s  
often ca l l ed  the " t r i p  time equation." 
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It i s  the  l w - t h r u s t  analog of the Ts io lkovsk i i  equation; i t  has the 
same wide a p p l i c a b i l i t y .  It i s  very simply derived as follow,c: 
t = ( t r i p  time i n  seconds) 
where mp i s  p rope l lan t  mass and $ i s  mass flow rate. 
J e t  power i s  expressed as: 
2 P j  = +u /2 
where u i s  j e t  ve loc i ty .  
6p i s  therefore expressed as ip = 2pIu 2 
Substi t u t i  ng i F the j r e . ~ i o u s  equati on, 
t = (fiV/!a2)(2pj) 
Employing now the d e f i n i t i o n  of the terms f i   fro^,^ the Ts io l  kovsk i i  equation 
where m i s  t o t a l  s tar tbur f i  mass less  prope l lan t  mass; and so lv ing  f o r  mp; 
Subst i tu t ing i n  the above, 
t = m ( a - \ ) ~ z / c ~ p j )  = 'S (&-i)a5/2 
where 5 i s  the spec i f i c  power-to-mass r a t i o  o f  the total icert mass, i n  
kg/watt. I f  i t  i s  desired t o  show separateiy the propulsion vehic le and 
payload mass, 
where t i s  t r i p  time i n  seconds, 
< ' i s  spec i f i c  mass o f  the (empty) propulsion vehic le i n  kg per watt  
o f  j e t  power, not  inc lud ing  propel lant ,  
H l ~ / ~ e  i s  the r a t i o  o f  payload t o  empty vehicle mass 
p i s  exp A V / U ,  
u  i s  j e t  ve loc i ty .  
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Thus, t h i s  one re1 a t i  ve ly  simp;e equation re1 ates power production performance, 
payload ra t i o ,  mission A V ,  j e t  ve loc i ty ,  and t r i p  time. Note t h a t  the 
equation i s  i n  terms o f  j e t  power, i e .  , c = $In where n i s  net processor 
and th rus ter  system ef f ic iency.  
The spec i f i c  mass o f  the vehicle w i l l  vary somewhat w i t h  propel lant  
load. It i s  possible t o  derive an expanded form o f  the t r i p  time equation 
t h a t  e x p l i c i t l y  includes the dependence o f  v ~ h i  c l e  mass on propel land load. 
With the ISAIAH methodology, t h i s  i s  no t  necessary as the prope l lan t  system 
mass can be computed from the prope l lan t  mass and fedback t o  the t r i p  time 
equation; the ISAIAH i t e r a t i o n  procedure closes the loop. 
It i s  important, however, t o  include other e f fec ts :  Isp degradation 
due t o  Earth shadowing and graa;i ty gradients; t r i p  time extension due t o  
Earth shadowing; and so lar  array power output degradation due t o  passage 
through the Van Al len be l t s .  
The f i r s t  two of these ef fects must be assessed by deta i led  f l i g h t  
simulation. Pesul t s  o f  the simulations can, however, be i n t r ~ d u c e d  i n t o  an 
e l e c t r i c  OTV systems model i n  the form o f  " f inagle factors." This i s  done 
by d i v id ing  the up - t r i p  i n t o  two parts, a stepvise approximation t o  rad ia t i on  
degradati on. 
Power avai lable on up- t r ip  i s  as sketched: 
where the g2 represents degradation from p r i o r  t r i p s ,  e.g., the down t r i p ,  
and perhaps e a r l i e r  f l i g h t s .  
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The e f fec t ive  Isp, considering chemical thrusting dur irg occulations, 
i s  
where- A i s  the correction t o  e l e c t r i c  Isp f o r  chemical thrust ,  e i s  a t r i p  
time extension factor ,  and 4 and ic are e l e c t r i c  and chemical time-averaged 
mass f l o w  rates. 
This y ie lds  
where a i s  the r a t i o  ic/ip 
The time-averaged mass f low i s  
* 
-L 
m = ( \  - e) + L C 0  
a n d p l u g g i n g i n f o r  ck , 
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Now we can w r i t e  the t r i p  time equation i n  two parts:  
where i t  i s  noted t h a t  
The I S A I A H  mode! was se t  up t o  solve for  required j e t  power a t  s t a r t  o f  t r i p ,  
as a basis f o r  est imating the EOTV mass. 
L 
T r i p  time = T, +> = (&.&- 1) 2.u 
- t ( A ~ - { ) M ~ U >  I - a .  
but MzZ , U b M 3  
M 3 = M~~~ A R R I V E  GEO 
n n l  F'jr=93p,-t 
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and solving f o r  p , , required j e t  power: 
where v i s  t r i p  time s p l i t  fac tor  = 0.35 
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E rc. 
Ion engine EON with 150-micron ( 6 - m i l )  cel l  covers, no annealing. 
No thermal degradation or time delay. 
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MPD EOTV ni t h  150-micron (6-mi 1 ) cell  covers, no annealing. 
Incl udes solar array thermal degradation and time del ay . 
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I nc 
bC1 
IS1 175 211 Z k  
w TRIP r i a  rmrs 
engine EOTV with 150-mi cron ( 6 4  1 )  cell covers, no anneal 
ludes solar army thermal degradation and startup delay. 
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ing. 
lon engine (reference) EOTV with 75-micron (3-mil ) cell covers and 
solar array annealing. No thermal degradation or t i m e  delay. 
1 40 
Ion engine EOTV with 150-mi cron (6-mi 1 ) cell covers, no annealing. 
No thermal degradation or t ime delizy. 
Ion engine EOTV with 150-micron (6-mi I )  cell covers, no annealing. 
Includes solar array thermal degradation and startup delay. 
141 
WD EOTV with 150-micron (6-mi 1 ) cell covers, no annealing. 
Includes solar array thermal degradation and time delay. 
Ion engine (reference) EOTV with 75-mi cron ( 3 - m i  1 ) cell  covers and 
solar array annealing. No thermal degradation or time delay. 
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Ion engine EOTV w i t h  150-micron ( 6 4 1 )  cell covers, no annealing 
lncl udes solar array thennal degradation ana startup delay. 
Ion engine (reference) EOTV with 75-micron (3-mil) cell ccvers and 
solar array annealing. No thermal degradation or t ime delay. 
143 
WD EOTV with 150-~lricron ( 6 4 1  ) cell covers, no annealing. 
Includes solar array t h e m 1  degradation and time delay. 
Ion engine EOrV with 150-micron (6-mil ) cell  covers, no annealing. 
No thennal degradation or time delay. 
Ion engine EOTV wi th  150-micron (6-mil) cell covers, no annealing.  
No thermal degradation or time &lay. 
Ion engine (reference) EOTV w i t h  75-micron (3 -mi l )  cell covers and 
solar array annealing.  No thermal degradation or  t ime delay. 
UP I Q l P  t l M E  [ U R Y S  
Ion engine EOTV with 150-micron (6-mil) cell covers, no annealing. 
1 ncludes solar array thermal degradation and startup delay. 
MPD EOTV w i t h  150-micron (6-mil ) cell covers, no annealing. 
Includes solar array thermal degradation and time delay. 
